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DeWALT collaborates with Ford on tool
tracking system.
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LED MR16s are available in White, Warm White,
Red, Amber, Blue and Green.
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Cordless staple gun boasts up to 1500 staples
per charge from its 10.8V Li-ion battery pack.
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Energy saving
50 000 hours average life
Resistant to shock and vibration (no filament)
Reduce maintenance cost
Direct retrofit for conventional MR16 applications
RoHS compliant (restriction of hazardous substances)
Available in: blue, green, red, amber, white
and warm white

* compared with a 20 W halogen MR16
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From the editor

▼

Hope to meet you this year
he other day I was looking at my calendar and thinking
about all the various industry events Electrical Business
will be attending this year. This also got me thinking
about all the events we’ve attended over the years, and one
thing remains constant: there never seems to be enough time
to meet and shake hands with everyone, let alone chat with
them to find out what they’re up to, what concerns them...
essentially, what their story is.
Take a typical trade show filled with any number of exhibitors: every one of them is promoting something that, they say,
will make your life easier. And when EB attends a trade show,
we try to stop and visit with as many exhibitors as we can so
that we can report back to you what we saw and learned.
And yet there’s never enough time to visit with each one,
and some exhibitors inevitably get missed.
Take your typical conference, filled with numerous industry players, all of whom have a story to tell or an anecdote to
share. Again, EB would like to talk to as many of you as possible so we can share your story and somehow contribute to
the “collective memory” of our electrical industry. Yet again,
there never seems to be enough time to chat with all of you.
Together we can change this unhappy situation.

T

Here in the magazine, and more extensively online, we not
only list upcoming industry events, but indicate which ones
we’ll be attending (barring any unforeseen Acts of God, of
course). As you peruse these listings, feel free to let us know
what events you’ll be attending as well, and maybe we can
plan to get together and get to know one another.
Are you a manufacturer with a new product to promote?
Don’t wait for us to hear about it through the grapevine;
get in touch with us and give us all the details. Are you an
electrical contractor with concerns about labour shortages or
human resource issues? Or maybe you’ve worked on a really
challenging job and want to share your story? Maybe you’re
an inspector who wants to know how EB can help educate
professionals on the electrical code?
Whatever the case may be, and regardless of who you are,
don’t stay in the shadows. Come out into the open where we
can see you and get to know you. Electrical Business is the
voice of Canada’s electrical industry—that’s you! Make your
voice heard.
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The market for power transformers is stronger than ever, but the size and power-handling
abilities of some new units have caused proportional increases in the complexity of the
assembly process. Our cover feature discusses general procedures you can follow for the
majority of assemblies to make the whole process as clean and proper as possible. Ultimately,
a power transformer can be one of the best investments a corporation can make, but that
depends largely on the skill and diligence of the assembly crew.
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Computer software has emerged as the ideal solution to the problem of
designing and maintaining electrical control systems. There are more than
a few electrical CAD (or ECAD) software packages on the market, varying
in price and features, so it’s best to do some homework before you invest.
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Drilling composite glass fiber material can be difficult, but there are several types of machining
operations that can be successfully performed on composites, such as turning, drilling, routing,
trimming, sanding and milling. While similar to metal removal techniques, some differences
need to be addressed to make clean, high-quality holes and cutouts in composites.
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The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) recently showcased its new Mobile Device Format (MDF) for standards-togo at the Standards Publishing Advisory Board (SPAB) annual
conference in Florida. The custom-designed document reader
allows content-heavy publications to be easily read on mobile

and hand-held computing devices, such as personal digital
assistants (PDAs), full-sized smart phones and Pocket PCs.
A 2007 survey sampling of 32,000 CSA customers showed
more than half of respondents currently owned such a
device, and that 75% were interested in viewing CSA standards on them.
MDF was developed in cooperation with Alcaeus Innovations
Inc. of Nova Scotia. The Alcaeus Mobile Editions Software
(AMES) is a custom-designed document reader that reads
the converted CSA PDF publication files. It is specifically designed to function on the Microsoft Windows Mobile
Operating System, and will soon be available for Blackberry
devices. MDF standards are “Internet free” and, once downloaded, the standards reside on the mobile device where they
can be instantly accessed.
The MDF standards are specifically designed to be economical for mobile devices. A file of 80 pages in PDF format
may consume 3.5 MB of memory, but the same file in MDF
consumes only about 146 kb.
CSA will offer the new MDF standards through its online
store in the spring, beginning with the C22.1 Canadian
Electrical Code. To learn more, visit www.csa.ca/mobile.

CABLE BUS FEEDER SYSTEM
The Most Technically Advanced Electrical Power Delivery System !

Cablofil/Legrand acquires
PW Industries

It is expected that PW Industries’
line of ladder tray will complement Cablofil’s
wire basket tray products, providing more overhead wire
and cable management options and solutions to enhance
contractor productivity.

Photo of Cablofil G MINI courtesy Cablofil.

CSA offers PDA-friendly, standards-to-go

Cablofil/Legrand has acquired California-based PW
Industries, a manufacturer of cable trays and prefabricated wiring systems. In a separate announcement,
Legrand (Cablofil/Legrand’s parent) announced the
recent acquisition of Macse—a Mexican producer of
metal cable trays.
“Becoming part of Cablofil/Legrand and the
worldwide Legrand family opens new markets for our
products, particularly in Canada and Europe,” said
Dana Black, vice-president, sales of PW Industries.
PW will be merged into Cablofil/Legrand, which
will continue to produce and market Cablofil wire
basket tray and the PW line of ladder tray. PW’s
line of ladder tray complements Cablofil wire basket
tray products, says the company, providing more
overhead wire and cable management options and
solutions that enhance contractor productivity.
Cablofil/Legrand is part of the Electrical Wiring
Systems (EWS) division of Legrand North America,
which also includes Pass & Seymour/Legrand and
Wiremold/Legrand.

Hammond sells its interest in Moloney
Hammond Power Solutions Inc. (Guelph, Ont.)
has finalized the sale of Moloney Electric Inc.—and
related real estate—to Universal Power Transformer
Private Ltd. for about $7.2 million.
“The proceeds received from this transaction will
be utilized in the implementation of our strategic
initiatives and the expansion of our core business,”
said William G. Hammond, chair and CEO of
Hammond Power.
The company’s core business is the design and
manufacture of dry-type custom electrical engineered magnetics, and manufacture of standard
electrical dry-type transformers. Hammond has two
manufacturing plants in Canada, one in the United
States and one in Mexico.

Philips completes acquisition of Genlyte
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United Wire and Cable offers a complete turnkey solution from site engineering assessment to complete installation
resulting in the most feasible and reliable system at the lowest cost.
1 West Pearce Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario,
Canada L4B 3K3
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Tel.: (905) 771-0099 or 1-800-265-8697
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-461-4689 or email to:
sales@unitedwc.com www.unitedwc.com

Royal Philips Electronics and The Genlyte Group
Inc. announced that Philips has completed its acquisition of Genlyte through the merger of its indirect,
wholly owned subsidiary with—and into—Genlyte.
As a result of the merger, Genlyte has become an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Philips.
As of the first quarter of 2008, Genlyte’s financial results will be accounted for in the financial
results of the Luminaires business group within
Philips Lighting.
Genlyte sells lighting and lighting accessory products under the major brand names of Alkco, Allscape,
Ardee, Canlyte, Capri/Omega, Carsonite, Chloride
Systems, Crescent, D’ac, Day-Brite, Gardco, Guth,
Hadco, Hanover Lantern, High-Lites, Hoffmeister,
Lam, Ledalite, Lightolier, Lightolier Controls,
Lumec, Morlite, Nessen, Quality, Shakespeare
Composite Structures, Specialty, Stonco, Strand,
Thomas Lighting, Thomas Lighting Canada, VariLite, Vista and Wide-Lite.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Cooper launches MediaSync
Certified Installer Program

Cooper Wiring Devices launched its new
MediaSync Certified Installer Program. This certification course, says the company, aims to provide
structured wiring installers with training and technical support that is sure to enhance productivity.
This program features a comprehensive
MediaSync training course that covers all aspects
of the installation process, as well as an extensive summary on all MediaSync products. The
program also provides participants with general
product training from Cooper Wiring Devices,
and helpful tips on generating sales.
Becoming a MediaSync Certified Installer provides many benefits for installers and integrators,
says the company. Cooper provides certified installers with comprehensive, professional product line
brochures and collateral material for consumers, as
well as product upgrade guides to simplify the sales
process. Other benefits include product discounts,
merchandising displays and qualified local sales
leads from national marketing programs.
Visit www.cooperwiringdevices.com and
click MediaSync to find out how to become a
MediaSync Certified Installer.

Hubbell acquires Kurt Versen
Hubbell Inc. has acquired the Kurt Versen Co. for about $100 million in cash. Located in Westwood, N.J., Kurt Versen manufactures
specification-grade lighting fixtures for a range of commercial and
institutional applications. The company is an integrated manufacturer with design and production in its 125,000-sf facility.
“Kurt Versen is the preferred brand in specification-grade downlighting with significant brand awareness and a preference built
over the company’s 70-year history,” said Timothy H. Powers,
Hubbell Inc. president and CEO, adding, “This is a major addition to our current offering of both Prescolite and Progress brands,
which extends our product breadth and depth through all segments of the non-residential and residential lighting markets.”
The acquisition enhances Hubbell Lighting’s package of 16
premium lighting brands, says Hubbell—including Kim Lighting,
Architectural Area Lighting, Alera Lighting and Sportsliter
Solutions—and strengthens Hubbell Lighting’s position in the
spec-grade downlighting market segment.

Hubbell Lighting, headquartered in Greenville, S.C., now welcomes the Kurt
Versen Co. brand of specification-grade lighting fixtures to the family.

The original cable tie turns 50 !
In 1958, Thomas & Betts revolutionized cable management
with the introduction of Ty-Rap®, the original cable tie.

Telecom research leads to solar cell
breakthrough at McMaster

Semiconductor insights gained by engineering
physics researchers at McMaster University for
the telecommunications industry have led to a
research breakthrough in the future development
of high-efficiency solar cells. It seems telecom’s
loss is solar energy’s gain.
“This project is expected to introduce a novel
way to manufacture solar cells. When combined
with Arise’s proprietary silicon technology currently being developed, there is the potential to
more than double traditional PV cell efficiencies,”
commented Ian MacLellan, president and CEO
of Arise Technologies Corp.
The Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) and
Arise (a solar energy firm headquartered in Waterloo,
Ont.), are investing $4.1 million to advance the
commercialization of McMaster’s research.
Rafael Kleiman and John Preston, professors
of engineering physics at McMaster, discovered a
patent-pending method of applying single crystal
layers of compound semiconductors (such as
gallium-arsenide) on single crystal silicon crystal,
which they expect will convert sunlight to electricity twice as efficiently as other materials systems
commonly in use.
“We have the Ontario Centres of Excellence
to thank for bringing us together with Arise
Technologies,” said Preston. “Their introduction
allowed us to transfer more than 20 years of experience in semiconductor technology to developing
higher efficiency renewable solar energy.”

Since that time, the often imitated,
yet unequalled Ty-Rap® cable tie has
never stopped evolving. UV-resistant
cable ties, high-temperature cable
ties, detectable cable ties and
more… Since 1958, we’ve brought
you innovation, never imitation.
With half a century of industry firsts
behind us, we’re looking forward
to the next 50 years.

Tell us what’s next and you could win!
What’s the next Ty-Rap® innovation?
Submit your idea at:
www.tnb-canada.com/en/tyrap50
From now until June 27, we’ll be holding
weekly prize drawings for prizes like
$150.00 Petro-Canada gas cards and
Samsung S85 digital cameras.
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Photo courtesy Advance.

Advance products join NEMA ballast program

Advance currently has a variety of products participating in NEMA’s voluntary Premium Ballast
Program—from Optanium ballasts to Mark 7 zero10V and Mark 10 Powerline dimming ballasts, as
well as DALI-compatible ROVR ballasts.

Nedco announces upcoming Electrifest

Advance announced that a variety of its electronic ballast offerings have become charter products within the
voluntary NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers
Association) Premium Ballast Program.
Consistent with Consortium for Energy Efficiency
(CEE) specifications and tested in accordance with
ANSI standards, products eligible to participate in the
new program include either instant-start or programmed
rapid-start electronic ballasts or electronic dimming ballasts designed for use with
4-ft, 32W T8 fluorescents. Qualifying products will bear a special designation to help
lighting professionals and end users recognize the market’s highest-performing ballast
products available and optimally support their green, energy-efficient or sustainable
lighting objectives. Advance is a division of Philips Electronics North America.

Nedco’s Electrifest trade show happens every
three years, and the time has come for
Electrifest VIII. The last Electrifest succeeded in attracting over 3000 people to
Nedco’s Keaton HQ and distribution centre,
and displayed an array of products from over
100 manufacturers.
Scheduled for May 12, this year’s theme is
Las Vegas, and it promises to be the biggest
Electrifest to date, displaying a full compliment of products of interest to a range of
customers from the electrical, automation,
datacom and industrial marketplaces.

PHOTO CONTEST
Electrical Business, in association with the Electrical Heritage Society of British Columbia—along
with generous industry partners—is excited to present the Heritage “What Am I?” PHOTO CONTEST.

Pictured at left is an item from the heritage society’s collection of electri-

This month’s awesome prize was donated by our friends

cal artifacts. The contest begins when you think you know what this item

at Lenox. These wood boring bits boast bi-metal cutting

is. Of course, we’re not going to show the item in its entirety—that would

edges (the same material used to make recip saw and

be too easy! (You’ll have to wait until next month to see the whole picture,

band saw blades) that aren’t hampered by nails hiding

as well as the correct answer.)

in the wood. The three-flute design allows the bit to cut
faster, and three cutting edges enhance the removal of

Here’s how to play

wood chips. Its short length allows it to fit better between

Visit EBMag.com where, right on the home page, you’ll find a link

studs when used in common cordless drills, and its

that takes you to the online, multiple choice answer form (and

3/8-in. shank makes it more robust for rough-in work.

official contest rules and details). If you’ve answered correctly, your
name will be added to all the other correct entries, from which five
(5) winners will be randomly chosen before next month’s installment of the Heritage “What Am I?” Photo Contest. Read the small
print below for more information. Good luck!

This
month’s
awesome
prize!

Last month’s photo: answer
Pictured here is a Rawlplug mechanical hammer drill
(for drilling holes in masonry for rawl plugs). Winner to be announced.

No purchase necessary. Open to residents of Canada of age of majority, excluding Quebec. You must answer a timed
skill-testing question to win. Prizes valued at about $65.00 each. The contest is not open to anyone affiliated with, or
related to, members of Electrical Business or the Electrical Heritage Society of British Columbia. (That would be unfair.)
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Correction: EB has learned that the value of
February’s prize, the EZL-75 thermal label printer
from Thomas & Betts Canada, is actually about
$195.00, not $99.00 as first reported.
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Dow Wire & Cable expands service offerings
Based on the premise that all members of the wire
and cable industry should collaborate to improve
power, communications and data products and processes, Dow Wire & Cable says it has expanded its
corporate initiatives to further benefit end users.
“Business presence, regional manufacturing, highquality standards and the understanding of regional
requirements are also important components, but
the best results will come from solid partnerships,”
said Tim Laughlin, general manager.
To achieve and support these important partnerships, Dow Wire & Cable has added a global
End Use Marketing Team, which comprises
executives who will focus on the regional needs
of end users, including utilities, co-ops, manufacturers and others who establish and maintain
industry specifications.
Led by Ram Ramachandran, director of end use
marketing, the team will promote Dow Wire &

Cable technologies and solutions for the transmission, distribution and consumption of power, voice
and data. Team members will participate in key country/regional industry organizations, committees and
testing agencies to help develop high-performance
solutions. Their individual expertise, combined
with Dow Wire & Cable’s global reach and involvement, will continue to provide strong support for
the cable industry across the entire value chain.
The regional leader for North America is Brent
Richardson, brichardson@dow.com.
“Our goal is to enable customers and end users
to achieve the longest possible lifespan in finished
wire and cable goods by combining their processes
with our technology and advanced materials,”
Ramachandran said. “While this requires extensive
up-front planning and collaboration, the benefits
are significant: improved reliability, longevity and
efficiency; lower total system costs; and environmental improvements.”

electricity monitoring product and it will also give us the ability
to offer this new product to utilities that have already deployed
the EnergyAxis System.”
In other Blue Line news, the results of a study released at the
18th annual conference of the Association of Energy Services
Professionals (AESP) in Clearwater, Fla., provides more evidence that, when equipped with real-time energy feedback
devices, homeowners conserve energy.
Over the past two years, customers of Newfoundland Power
and BC Hydro participated in a pilot study undertaken to
determine whether the provision of a real-time feedback device
is sufficient to provide residential customers with the information needed to reduce their electricity consumption. All participants (about 200 families) were provided with a PowerCost
Monitor from Blue Line Innovations. Further, no price or
conservation incentives were given to sample participants.
The study found that families in Newfoundland and
Labrador reduced their electricity consumption on average by
18%. Families in British Columbia reduced their electricity
consumption by an average of 2.7%. (However, that figure rose
to 9.3% during the winter peak.)
The joint study was funded by the CEATI Customer Energy
Solutions Interest Group, including BC Hydro, Newfoundland
Power, and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) Office of Energy
Efficiency. The pilot was intended to establish whether the use
of such a device helps customers save money and help promote
a “conservation-friendly” culture.

Creating Sustainable Value
for the Wired World

Performance Plastics – North America

Blue Line’s CEO Danny Tuff poses with the company’s
breakthrough product, the PowerCost Monitor.

Blue Line Innovations (St. John’s, Nfld.)—The Rock’s manufacturer of the PowerCost Monitor—and Elster Integrated
Solutions (part of Elster Group), a world player in advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) and integrated metering and
utilization solutions, have entered an agreement to jointly market an integrated AMI PowerCost Monitor.
“We are pleased to be working with Blue Line,” said Sharon
Allan, president, Elster Integrated Solutions. “Our customers
across both companies will benefit from the integrated device
that results from this alliance.”
The new product is a fully integrated in-home display that uses
Elster’s 900MHz RF technology to communicate with Elster’s
EnergyAxis System. This enables the display to obtain consumption and demand, time-of-use and other information directly
from the consumer’s electricity meter. The PowerCost Monitor
provides real-time energy and cost feedback to the electricity consumer, empowering them with critical information that enables
them to better understand and modify their energy consumption
behaviours, thereby conserving energy and saving money.
Under the agreement, Elster and Blue Line will jointly
market and sell the device to existing deployments of the
EnergyAxis System as well as future AMI deployments.
Though on display at DistribuTECH in Tampa, Fla., back
in January, the new AMI PowerCost Monitor won’t be available
for commercial deployment until this summer.
“This is an exciting development,” said Danny Tuff, Blue
Line’s CEO. “Again, we are first to market with an innovative

Dow Wire &Cable

Photo courtesy Blue Line Innovations.

Blue Line and Elster become partners

Northern Cables Inc.
“The armoured cable specialists”
Canadian manufacturer specializing in
AC90, TECK90, MCTHHN,
ACTHH, HCF
P.O. Box 1564, 50 California Avenue
Brockville, Ontario K6V 6E6
www.northerncables.com
Phone: 613-345-1594 • Fax: 613-345-3147
Toll Free: 1-888-524-5050
NorthernCables_EB_March08.indd 1
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PERSONALITIES
GE Canadian Assembly Centre opening celebration continues
To celebrate the opening of the new GE Canadian Assembly Centre for Electrical Distribution products in Mississauga, Ont., last April, GE Electrical Distribution ran
a promotion giving participants the chance to win one of four Dell laptop computers and one of 100 GE golf shirts. Here are the lucky winners of the four laptops:

Jeff Vernon, P.Eng., H. H. Angus & Associates Ltd.
(Ontario). In the photo (left to right): Jeff Vernon, P.
Eng., prize winner; and Michel Roy, district sales manager, Eastern Canada, GE Consumer & Industrial.

François Racicot, vice-president, Électricité Pierre
Marchand Inc. (Quebec). In the photo (left to right):
François Racicot, prize winner; and Denis Tessier,
Quebec sales manager, GE Consumer & Industrial.

Tony Jerebic, project manager,
Langford Electric Ltd. (Alberta). In
the photo: Tony Jerebic.

Bruce Johnson, estimating manager, The State
Group Inc. (Ontario). In the photo (left to right):
Ajay Gupta, lead account manager, GE Consumer
& Industrial; Bruce Johnson, prize winner; and Ken
Lewis, vice-president, The State Group Inc.

Commercial light fixture manufacturer Valuelight announced Bill Charbonneau is the company’s new regional sales manager for Northwestern Ontario and Western Canada. He possesses many years of experience in the Canadian lighting industry, gained primarily over the years as account/product manager with both Osram Sylvania and Eecol Electric Corp.
Charbonneau is an active member of IESNA (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America) and, in the past, served as board member and president of IESNA’s Chinook Section
in Calgary and board member of the Northwest Region.

TM

IPC2

Panduit’s Danny
Mulcahy

Transformer Combo

Your job just got easier
Panduit’s Andy
Greening

Panduit Canada Corp. has recently added Danny Mulcahy as district sales manager to its Western
Canada datacom team. He comes
to Panduit from IBM, where he
spent the last seven years in roles
such as IP convergence presale
architect, network designer, technical advisor and network IT specialist. Meantime, Andy Greening is
a new electrical sales rep for the
company in the Edmonton area.
He possesses over 20 years of professional selling experience.

“Why Take Chances” promo grand prize winner!

The Integrated Power
Centre 2 (IPC2TM)
Transformer Combo
is shipped as an
integrated system.
There are fewer pieces
to receive and install,
which dramatically
reduces installation
time and material
handling costs.

Wayne Wilson, purchaser with Erivan Gecom Inc.
(Ste-Julie, Que.) is the grand prize winner in Thomas
& Betts’ Ty-Rap “Why Take Chances” Promo,
held last year between August 20 and November 30.
During the promotion, participants scratched and
won 2000 instant prizes, including T-shirts, hats,
water bottles and lunch bags. But they also entered the
grand prize draw for a trip to Miami, Florida.
Along with his wife Michelle Lajeunesse, Wilson
headed to Miami in early February for a week
in the sun (and an excursion to the Everglades).
Accompanying him were Guillevin representatives
Claude Laberge (manager) and Claude Nourry (sales
rep); T&B sales rep Denis Fortin and his wife, Sophie
Hamel; T&B product market manager, Suzanne
Kasnakian; and T&B customer service representative
Nathalie Vadnais.

Visit our website
to learn more
about our products
and Integrated
Equipment.

www.schneider-electric.ca

From left to right: Nathalie Vadnais, CSR, T&B; Suzanne
Kasnakian, product market manager, T&B; Sophie Hamel
and Denis Fortin, sales rep, T&B; Michelle Lajeunesse; Wayne
Wilson, purchaser, Erivan Gecom; and Guillevin’s Claude
Laberge and Claude Nourry.
Schneider_EB_March08.indd 1
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PERSONALITIES
Mark Bergeron has accepted the position of manager, vendor relations for Sonepar Canada—a role
in which he is responsible for negotiating, monitoring and developing vendor relationships. Bergeron’s
career is embedded in the electrical distribution
industry, primarily in purchasing, sales and management positions, most recently holding a multibranch management position. Sonepar Canada’s
family of companies includes Gescan, Lumen,
Texcan and Osso Electric.
Gary Abrams, president of
Schneider Electric Canada,
announced the appointment of
Rose Marie Gage to the position of chief marketing officer/
vice-president business development and marketing. She graduRose Marie Gage
ated from McMaster University
in 1986 with an Honours Bachelor of Commerce
degree. Upon graduation, Gage was hired into
the Westinghouse graduate trainee program. The
Westinghouse business was later purchased by
Eaton/Cutler-Hammer, where she worked in the
positions of MarCom integration leader, national
marketing services manager and national customer
service centre manager. She then joined GE Power
Systems as a Sales Six Sigma Black Belt, and later
promoted to senior manager, corporate initiatives
for GE’s 35 business entities in Canada. Gage was
then promoted to chief marketing officer/vice-president marketing for GE Commercial Distribution
Finance Canada.

Staco Energy Products Co., a manufacturer of voltage control and regulation
products, power conditioners and UPSs,
has promoted Billy (Bo) Stanfill to vicepresident of operations. When he served
as production manager, he implemented
many innovative ideas that improved
Billy (Bo) Stanfill
Staco’s manufacturing processes, including the successful implementation of
RoHS initiatives. Meantime, Chuck
Peck has joined the company as quality
assurance manager, where he oversees
all quality control functions, including
ISO 9001 initiatives and continuous
improvement activities. Prior to joining
Chuck Peck
Staco, Peck worked for companies such
Si
E
as Siemens
Energy
& Automation, Emerson Electric and
Altec Lansing.
Amerlux Lighting Solutions has appointed Ted des
Enfants to the newly created position of vice-president of

international sales. He joins the company from Energy Focus Inc. (formerly
Fiberstars EFO), where he served as
vice-president and general manager of
commercial lighting and was in charge
of global sales, marketing and product
development. He has also held a variety
Ted des Enfants
of positions with GE Lighting (most
recently
l as N
New Y
York district sales manager).
Solar inverter manufacturer PV Powered
Inc. has appointed Glenn Harris as
company president. He brings many
years of international business experience in the solar electric industry,
along with entrepreneurial and corporate management experience in emergGlenn Harris
ing technology markets. Harris most
recently
l served
d as CEO/president of SunCentric Inc., a
solar consultancy firm that worked with an international
client base of established and emerging solar companies.

Pieter de Haan has been appointed to CEO of
ballast manufacturer Advance, succeeding retiring CEO Brian Dundon. Since first joining the
Philips Lighting organization in 1982, de Haan has
held successive roles throughout Philips Lighting
in Europe and Asia, and has amassed over 25 years
of experience in manufacturing, supply, marketing,
sales and general management. Prior to his appointment to CEO of Advance, de Haan served as CEO
of Philips Lighting East Asia (based in Shanghai).

C
i l and
d iindustrial-grade
d
i l
d fl
Commercialfluorescent
lighting fixture manufacturer Visioneering Corp.
has signed two new agents to assist in the distribution of its products in Western Canada.
Owned by Murray Milavsky, Creative Lighting
Solutions (780-447-2828) is responsible for distribution in Northern Alberta, The Yukon, the
Northwest Territories and Nunavut. Meantime,
Titan Marketing Solutions (which is owned and
operated by Jim Modjeski, 306-373-6337) is the
exclusive agent in Saskatchewan.
Erica Crosling has joined HD Supply as director
of public relations and community affairs. She will
develop and direct the company’s external communications strategy, as well as help build awareness of
HD Supply and raise its visibility in the communities in which its associates live and work. Crosling
most recently worked at Citigroup as vice-president
of communications.
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Scott Hall, president of Greenlee,
announced that Tim VanDeraa
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in the professional tool category
as director of North American
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Accounts Manager in 2002.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Full steam ahead for construction
Building permits hit
another record high,
though December
sluggish

in Canada
he value of building permits hit another record high in
2007 thanks to widespread strong gains across Canada
in both the residential and non-residential sectors.
According to StatsCan, municipalities issued $74.3-billion
worth of building permits in 2007, up 12.1% from the
previous record of $66.3 billion in 2006.
While the gain in 2006 was largely fuelled by the tremendous demand in Western Canada, the increase in
2007 was more widespread across the country. Every province posted gains—with the exception of Prince Edward
Island and Nova Scotia.
In Quebec, the rate of growth accelerated from 5.2%
in 2006 to 9.2% in 2007, while Ontario saw the value of
permits rebound from a 3.5% decline in 2006 to a 14.7%
increase in 2007—a faster rate of growth than the 12.8%
gain in Alberta.
Regionally, 21 out of the 34 census metropolitan areas
posted increases in their annual total value of construction
projects. After recording the largest decline in 2006, Toronto
rebounded significantly in 2007 to post the largest gain (in
dollars) by far among metropolitan areas. Calgary came second followed by Montreal, Vancouver and Edmonton.
Intentions set new records in both the non-residential
and residential sectors. In the non-residential sector, the
value of permits totalled $28.7 billion, up 13.8% from
$25.2 billion in 2006. All three components (industrial,
commercial and institutional) recorded strong growth.
In the housing sector, municipalities issued $45.6-billion
worth of permits, up 11%. Higher construction prices for
new dwellings contributed significantly to the gain, as the
number of new dwellings approved increased 2% in 2007
to 237,875 units.
This result contrasted sharply with the situation in the
United States, where the number of approved new privately owned units fell by 25.3% last year.
On a monthly basis, municipalities issued $6.1-billion
worth of building permits in December, a marginal 0.4%
gain from November.

Declining office vacancy rates, vigorous retail sales, strong
corporate profits and the increasing demand for healthcare
and nursing homes were among factors contributing to the
exceptional results in the non-residential sector.

Housing: demand shifts to multi-family dwellings

For the month of December, the total value of building
permits reached $6.1 billion, a small 0.4% gain from
November. A gain in housing permits more than offset the
decline in non-residential construction intentions. The
total value of permits peaked in May and June at $6.9
billion and has been on a downward trend in the last part
of 2007.
The value of residential permits increased 1.8% to 3.9
billion, thanks to a 10.8% surge in the value of multifamily permits. The value of single-family permits declined
3.2% to $2.4 billion.
Municipalities approved 9215 new single-family units,
the second-lowest monthly level over the last six years. The
number of multi-family units approved increased 1% in
December to 9990 units. Meantime, the value of non-residential permits declined 2% in December to $2.2 billion.
The value of commercial permits increased 16.8%
to $1.3 billion, the value of industrial permits plunged
33.2% to $319 million and institutional permits declined
12% to $540 million.
The value of industrial permits recorded a fourth loss in
five months and hit its lowest level since February, as permits for manufacturing buildings declined. Institutional
permits fell for the third time in four months.
Four provinces registered gains in the total value of permits in December. Marked increases in British Columbia,
Saskatchewan, Newfoundland and Labrador and, to a lesser extent, Ontario, offset declines in all other provinces.
In Saskatchewan, the value of permits in December
reached a record-high of $217 million, thanks to strong
construction intentions in both sectors.
In Newfoundland and Labrador, the level in December
($104 million) was second only to the value recorded in
November 2006. In Quebec, however, the monthly value
of permits fell below the $1-billion mark for the first time
in 10 months.

T

The number of multi-family units approved in 2007
totalled 121,170, up 6.1% from 2006 and the highest
level since 1977. In contrast, the number of single-family
units approved declined 2% to 116,700 units. The high
price tag on the construction of single-family dwellings
in several centres contributed to shifting demand toward
multi-family dwellings.
The share of multi-family dwellings went from 48.9%
in 2006 to 50.9% in 2007. It was the highest proportion
since 1982 when they represented 51.5% of all units. The
value of multi-family permits increased 16% to $16.7 billion, while the value of single-family permits rose 8.3% to
$28.9 billion.
The strong level of employment, the increase in the
disposable income, tight apartment vacancy rates in several centres and attractive financing options continued to
stimulate the housing sector in 2007.

Non-residential sector: strong growth
in every component
Commercial projects fuelled most of the increase in the
non-residential sector in 2007. Construction intentions in
both commercial and institutional sectors hit record highs,
while industrial permits were at their highest annual total
since 1989.
Municipalities issued $16.9-billion worth of commercial
permits, up 17.1% from 2006. The increase came largely
from projects for office buildings, retail complexes and
hotels. In the institutional component, the value of permits rose 10% to $6.9 billion. Projects for schools, hospitals and nursing homes were behind this gain.
The value of industrial permits increased 8.5% to $4.9
billion, fuelled largely by projects for manufacturing buildings. However, this component has been on a downward
trend since September.
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Demand for new office space plays key role
Projects for new office space played a key role in the
healthy results in the non-residential sector. Without this,
the value of commercial permits would have increased by
just 10.2% instead of 17.1%.
Weak real investment in office buildings in recent
years and growing employment in business, finance
and administrative occupations pushed down the office
vacancy rates. These low rates, in addition to the aging of
the existing stock, contributed to increase the demand for
office space considerably.
Municipalities approved $5.3 billion in projects for
office buildings in 2007, up 35.9% from 2006. Office
buildings accounted for 40% of the overall increase in the
non-residential sector.
Between 2003 and 2007, the share of the value of office
building permits in the non-residential sector rose from
8.8% to 18.4%, the highest share since 1990. The value
of approved projects in 2007 was more than three times
higher than the level in 2003.
In the Calgary metropolitan area, municipalities
approved $1.8 billion in projects for office buildings in
2007, a 56.6% gain from 2006. These represented 53.6%
of the overall value of approved projects in Calgary’s nonresidential sector. The value of office building permits
in 2007 was more than 14 times higher than the level
approved in 2003.
In Toronto, $1.2-billion worth of office building projects were approved, up 52.9% from 2006. This accounted
for nearly one-quarter of the total value of non-residential
permits issued in 2007.

December 2007: Gain in housing offsets
decline in non-res intentions
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Photo courtesy Ford Motor Co.

DeWALT collaborates with Ford on tool tracking system

DeWALT is collaborating with Ford Motor Co. to launch
Tool Link, an RFID (radio-frequency identification) asset
tracking system that enables contractors to track detailed
inventory of the tools and equipment stored in their pickup
box or van.
Tool Link will help ensure crews arrive and leave the
jobsite with the right tools and materials for the job, says
DeWALT. The system includes labels that allow truck operators to tag, scan and track expensive tools, equipment and
other assets. When the vehicle is running, a pair of RFID
antennas (mounted in corrosion- and impact-resistant hous-

ings on the inside of the pickup box) scan the box for tagged
items on a pre-programmed inventory list. This data is transmitted to a reader mounted inside the cab and displayed on
the in-dash computer screen, alerting the driver when any
inventoried tools are not loaded on the truck.
It also offers features such as a pre-loaded menu with
several standard tool lists that are easily edited to reflect
specific types of jobs. The system uses industry standard
second-generation RFID tags that can be fastened to tools
or other assets, and can scan and organize hundreds of tags
in just seconds.

EB Heritage “What Am I?” Photo Contest results update
It occurred to us that maybe not everyone is checking the
EBMag.com to see how the EB Heritage “What Am I?”
Photo Contest is coming along. Here’s a quick recap:

August 2007

The following correctly identified the Greenlee #750
chain pull drill:
• John Caldicott, Retired
• Sam Cocuzzi, Electrical Safety Authority
• Robert Fournier, R.J. Fournier Electric Inc.
• Scott Little, Little Electric Inc.
• Jim Murphy, Jim Murphy Electric
• Ronald Riedel, IBR
• Michael Shea, City of Victoria
• Kenneth Todd, KT Industries
• Jim Vey, S Electrical Services Ltd.
They each won an LVD2 Volt Light, courtesy Fluke
Electronics Canada.

Kindorf ® Trapnut Strut Fastener™
Fewer parts add up
to huge labour savings.

w w w. t n b - c a n a d a . c o m

Tool Link will be available this fall on the new 2009 Ford F-150 XL, STX, XLT and FX4 trucks; F-Series Super Duty XL, XLT and FX4 trucks;
and all 2009 E-Series vans (not the 2008 F-150 shown in the photo).

The unique scissor action of the
Thomas & Betts Kindorf® Trapnut™
Strut Fastener closes at any desired
position on the threaded rod. Once
closed, precision threads trap the
threaded rod for a sturdy hold that
can be adjusted up or down for
fine-tuned positioning. While the
versatile Trapnut™ has a locking pin
that holds it in the desired position, it
can also be removed and reused.

January 2008
The following correctly identified
the Bluenose dry cell battery:
• Robert Fournier,
R.J. Fournier Electric Inc.
(REPEAT WINNER!)
• Dave Kieffer, Bruce Power LP
• Mike Maiesciuk, Arcelor Mittal Dofasco
• Kenneth Todd, KT Industries (REPEAT WINNER!)
• Douglas Weedon, Diageo
They each won a 25-ft Strait Line tape measure, courtesy
Irwin Industrial Tool Co.

monthly

Check EBMag.com for regular updates, as well as the
reporting form for entering the contest. Be sure to play, and
good luck!

Questioning your
Noisy Bathroom Fan?

September 2007
Peter Chayter of the Government
Service Centre (Grand Falls/
Windsor, Nfld.) correctly identified the 220V, 7.5A household fourslice toaster. He won an ERG50
Ty-Rap cable tie installation tool,
courtesy Thomas & Betts Canada.

www.tnb-canada.com/en/tyrap50

Did you know...

October 2007

November/December 2007
Fred Hermetz of Advanced Electric (Oshawa, Ont.)
correctly identified the DC shunt (150A, 50mV) for
measuring DC current (patented May 1893). He won
a Ty-Rap ERG120 cable tie tool, courtesy Thomas &
Betts Canada.

Aeroflo has the answers!
AeroFan Bathroom Ventilation Fans are engineered to provide
superior ventilation and reliable service, combined with quiet
and efficient 2-speed operation. Available in lighted or nonlighted versions, AeroFans will compliment any bathroom décor
with their attractive and modern design.
Aeroflo offers a superior line of ventilation products and air
purification systems, providing .....better AIRFLOW by DESIGN!TM

Tel: 905-890-6192
Toll: 800-779-4021
Web: www.aeroflo.com

Aeroflo_EB_Nov07.indd 1
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Norman Headford of Headford Electric
(Lumsden, Sask.) correctly identified the
Westinghouse Series Transformer (a.k.a.
‘CT’ or current transformer) for measuring AC current (400:5 max ratio). He won a
SureTest Circuit Analyzer (61-165), courtesy
Ideal Industries (Canada) Corp.

10/16/07 3:51:41
PM
T&B_vert_EB_Mar08.indd
1

… that www.tnb-canada.com/en/tyrap50
is the place to go in 2008 to stay up to
date with the latest Ty-Rap® product
and promotion information?
There’s an exciting year ahead prize drawings, in-branch distributor
promos, new product introductions
and more. Don’t miss a thing. Log on
today and keep on coming back.
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Electrical CAD software

By Gerald Walshe

for industrial applications
he electrical design of an industrial control system is a complex combination of components and connections. Putting
such a design together is a challenge and then, of course,
there are the inevitable revisions. Inserting a single component
into a design can affect not only the circuit in question but also
cross-referencing, wire numbering, parts lists, and so on across
the entire project.
It should be no surprise, then, that computer software has
emerged as the ideal solution to the problem of designing and
maintaining electrical control systems. A computer is wellsuited to keeping track of the various pieces of the design and
the relationships between them.
There are more than a few electrical CAD (or ECAD) software packages on the market that were created to do just that.
These products vary considerably in price and in features. Here

T

I’ll examine some of the things that a potential user should
consider before investing in ECAD software.

Software criteria
The first thing to consider is the capabilities the software must
possess to get the job done. A low-level solution may be nothing more than an electrical symbol catalogue for an existing
CAD package; this may be fine for turning out a page or two
of schematics, but anything beyond that will be a struggle—
especially when the design gets changed.
A higher-level solution will boast “intelligent” functions that
perform many tasks for you. The available functions will vary from
product to product but, for example, it might break the wire when
you place a symbol on it. Or, it will prompt a unique ID for each
symbol or warn you when you try entering an existing ID. Maybe

it will keep track of related elements for a single device.
For example, should you try to place a fifth contact for
a relay that only has four contacts, the software will flag
this occurrence. Also, the software can automatically enter
cross-referencing for related elements. When you assign
IDs based on page and line number, the software can automatically change these IDs when you move or copy/paste
parts of the design. The software can also perform errorchecking for conditions such as short circuits and gaps.
Another feature of an advanced ECAD package is
project-based organization. This means that the software
groups together all the drawings and related documents for
a job into a project and is ‘aware’ of its contents. This is how
the software performs cross-referencing, wire numbering
and duplicate ID checking across multiple pages. It’s also
how the software generates parts and wire lists, and other
documentation.
Speaking of parts lists, most advanced ECAD packages
have an associated parts database. This allows you to assign
part numbers to items as you place them in a drawing.
When the drawings are complete, you can use the ECAD
software’s report functions to generate a bill of materials for
the project. When the parts database contains information
on elements such as wiring time, assembly time and pricing, you’ll also be able to generate a job cost report. Many
jobs are bid before the drawings are done, so it helps when
the ECAD software provides the option of first compiling
a parts list that can be used to generate a quote, which
later becomes a pick list when placing items in a drawing.
Purchase order reports can also be generated for ordering
parts for the job.
It is a major advantage when the ECAD vendor supplies parts database files that already contain parts data.
There are millions of control components on the market, and you don’t want to have to enter all that data if
you don’t have to.
An advanced ECAD package will help you produce
other drawings and documents beyond electrical schematics. In addition to the bill of materials and job
costing reports already mentioned, there are wire lists,
terminal plans, cable plans, wire labels, device labels,
and a host of other reports that can be generated automatically. Using the information in the parts database,
the software can also prompt you with layout symbols
for the items in your schematic that you can place in a
panel layout drawing.
You should also consider your own technical requirements. Are you currently using a CAD system? Many
ECAD packages are designed to run on top of popular CAD software such as AutoCAD or MicroStation.
Alternatively, you may prefer a standalone ECAD system
that does not need any additional CAD software. Are
you required to provide drawing files to clients or partner
companies in a particular file format? In this case, your
ECAD software should either use this format or be able to
export to it. What drawing and symbol standards do you
use? IEC? ANSI-IEEE? Both? Some ECAD systems are
limited to one or the other.

Final thoughts
The price of ECAD software packages varies with the
functionality they offer. When considering whether you
can afford such a system, you need to calculate how soon
the software will pay for itself. Time, as they say, is money.
How much per hour would you pay someone to create
your drawings, check them for errors, manually enter the
cross-referencing, manually compile a bill of materials or
price quote, then manually change all these items when
the design is revised?
For many users, the benefits in time and money saved
and higher quality output make an ECAD system a useful investment.
Gerald Walshe is a senior member of the Instrument Society of
America (ISA) and president of Waltech Associates, which supplies
electrical design software programs and a series of tutorial software
packages. Visit them at www.waltechassociates.com.
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COUNTER INTELLIGENCE

Inventory transitions, or
“Where the heck are my udon noodles?”
By Oliver Post
here are all kinds of ways to run a distribution business,
but most distributors will say that success or failure rides
on their ability to have the right products on the shelf.
The number of SKUs you’re expected to have is increasing,
as is the amount of information about those products—not
to mention when they can and cannot be used.
With all the new challenges you face, it is unreasonable
to expect your computer system (which you may have had
for five or even 10 years) to be able to handle what today’s
market throws at you.
One of the biggest differences with newer inventory
systems is the way they handle data; old ‘flat file’ databases don’t allow for much more than knowing: what you
have; what you sold and when; and what you sold it for.
‘Relational’ databases that populate newer systems allow
you to really look at the details behind sales, mix and match
variables, and drill down to specific customer trends. That’s
their beauty: they help you serve your customers better by
providing counter staff with access to much more detailed
data on those customers—even when they haven’t had
much personal experience with them.

T

whether to go for a Windowsor Unix-based system. You
may be partial to the
familiar big-box operating systems, but don’t
sell Windows short.
Judge each system on
its own merits.
You can also opt
to have a stand-alone
system or use an ASP
model that connects
you to the software functionality via the Internet.
The advantage is cost; should
you lose your connection for an
extended period, the disadvantage
becomes obvious. Whatever you should
choose, do not forget the most important component of any new system: the human component.

The human element
Modern system benefits
There are certain areas of functionality you should explore
in a relational system that are specific to your electrical distribution business. Naturally, the system must include: order
and inventory management; purchasing; pricing; financial
and customer management; business reporting and analysis;
and Web-based connectivity to your suppliers and customers. But there are still other useful things to consider.
Wire reel tracking You may have 100 metres of 16-ga wire
in inventory, but is it on one reel, or three? And what good
is it when you can’t give a customer what he needs in single
lengths, or take a short length from a full reel when you
have enough on another reel?
Pricing updates Sometimes prices go up, sometimes down.
Either way, being behind on pricing updates can hurt your
business because it hurts your ability to serve customers.
Rebate handling How much time do you spend tracking
your vendor rebates? How much do you miss out on? Some
systems now available track each element of the sale—from
negotiation to receipt. Being able to incorporate rebates
into your pricing strategy allows you to accurately offer
competitive pricing to customers.

System selection
Of course, if you’re about to embark on a truly wholesale
replacement of your business enterprise system (they’re
more than just inventory systems now) you need to consider

It is critical for everyone in the operation to be involved
in such an important changeover. Under no circumstances
should management leave it all to the IT department; they
need to be involved at all stages, as does the guy on the
loading dock and everyone in between. Ensure that any
prospective computer systems supplier includes ongoing
training in their proposal—and not just in a classroom.
More implementations fail due to a lack of buy-in by
rank-and-file staff members, as well as a lack of attention
to training, than because of something the system could
not do.
For example, consider a system that uses shelf locations
in a flexible manner; it puts pallets of components wherever
there is space, possibly in a different location each time.
This is very efficient, but when shipping and receiving staff
don’t understand the logic, or can’t read well enough to put
that pallet where it should go, and put it “over there where
it really belongs”, a subsequent pick order will send warehouse staff to an empty location. In fact, you may never be
able to find that inventory.
Just such a case occurred in the automotive sector some
years ago. Staff weren’t brought into the process and became
suspicious of the real motivations behind the change.
Animosity took hold and an active rebellion by the warehouse staff followed. While other factors were also involved,
that warehouse location was eventually closed and moved to
another community almost an hour away.
A major national grocery chain continues to struggle with inventory issues three years after embarking on a major overhaul. One day the shelves are

crammed with too much product; another day (and this
is more common) little red tags announcing Out Of Stock
litter the retail shelves. You don’t have to be an inventory
expert to know that the sound of customers bleating about
not being able to find their favourite dinner items is bad for
business. Somewhere, something is going wrong and it will
take people to fix it.
When plans do go well, however, the results can be nothing short of spectacular: Out Of Stock situations can plummet, customer service can skyrocket, panic and scrambling
can be replaced by a professional, business-like, almost calm
work environment and, of course, the profit left to reinvest
into improving what you do for customers can also grow.

Take the right approach, and eat well
Here’s an example of what happens with the right approach:
an electrical distributor south of the border made the
change to a modern inventory system and, two years later
(not overnight), saw a 15% reduction in inventory levels.
It also logged a 50% decrease in dead stock and a 24%
decrease in direct labour costs. For that distributor, this
amounted to millions of dollars.
What distributor (heck, what customer) doesn’t want a
supplier to use that same money to have more of the right
products available? You simply cannot jam unwanted items
down a customer’s throat. If I, for one, have a hankering
for my special udon noodle stir fry, I won’t care how many
packages of rice noodles are on the shelf... I’m not buying
them. Not at any price.
Get a system in place that puts the right products on the
shelf and everyone eats better.

Proudly Supporting Our
Distributor Partners

www.sylvania.com
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To succeed
in business:
know your culture
and hire for fit
By Gail Rieschi

e’ve all heard it said that success in business is all
about your people. Jim Collins, author of the books
“Good to Great” and “Built to Last”, describes it as
getting the right people in the right seats on the bus. Others
refer to it simply as “hiring right”.
Research confirms organizations can dramatically increase
their productivity and profit, and reduce the number of days
employees miss due to illness, when the right people are hired.
Other benefits include a more engaged workforce and reduced
turnover. Conversely, “wrong hiring” negatively affects the
organization at all levels. It reduces revenues, lowers the
organization’s reputation, shrinks growth opportunities and
causes your best workers to leave as job satisfaction, morale
and confidence in the organization spirals downward.
Unfortunately, organizations today tend not to give the
hiring process the time and attention it deserves. Employee
turnover rates provide a clear indication of Canada’s poor track
record: at 22%, the national average is more than twice the
range considered to represent healthy turnover (8% to 10%).
The result is an unstable workforce, high employee turnover and a significant negative impact on the bottom line.
Consider the costs related to advertising the job opportunity,
screening and interviewing candidates, then training them.
There is also production loss during the job vacancy and
during the training and initial learning curve of the new
hire, as well as the lessened productivity of co-workers as
they are called upon to help the new hire. When the new
hire turns out to be a wrong hire and has to be released, there
may be costs of defending against labour relations, human
rights or wrongful dismissal complaints. Finally, there’s the
cost of doing it all over again!
The estimated cost of a wrong hire starts in the range of
$50,000 to $100,000 (Government of Canada) and goes
upward from there with wrong hiring costs at the professional or managerial level equal to 18 months’ salary.
Right hiring is challenging at the best of times, but is made
even more difficult by prevailing external factors. Job seeking
has evolved into a learned skill, as shown by the abundance
of How-To manuals, training programs and other resources.
Job seekers are now well versed in ways to answer or evade
tough interview questions and position themselves in the
best light possible. This makes the recruiter’s job even more
challenging.
The current, tight job market is a complicating factor as
well. The demand for good manpower currently exceeds supply. As a result, organizations are competing for available—
not necessarily the best—candidates, to the point of entering
into bidding wars. Finally, the pressures of time come into
play. Most organizations operate with a lean workforce, and
job vacancies need to be filled quickly if the company is to
meet its existing commitments or be capable of responding
to emerging opportunities.

W
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Is there something that can be done to improve the hiring experience? Total Power found the answer and is reaping the rewards!

Finding the right ‘fit’
Following the Blackout of 2003, Total Power experienced
significant business growth and expanded its workforce to
meet the growing demand. Unfortunately, standard hiring
methods—including both managing the hiring process
internally and outsourcing to traditional head-hunting
firms—didn’t do the job. As Graham Clark, president of
Total Power indicates, the “one-size-fits-all” approach just
wasn’t working. While candidates met all of the technical job
requirements, the ‘fit’ just wasn’t right.
Clark’s assessment of the problem was bang-on. A generic,
standard hiring process was not able to address Total Power’s
unique staffing needs. What Total Power required—and
what most organizations need—is a staffing process that
focuses on a good fit between the individual and the organization. This involves looking beyond technical skills to focus
on matching the job candidates’ work traits and personalities
to the organization’s environment and culture. vpi was able
to help Total Power in this regard.
Total Power took into consideration its culture and values,
and the unique human factors it required in the various job
roles before beginning the recruitment process or considering any candidates for the job. This growing organization
needed individuals with a strong sense of urgency and a willingness to extend themselves beyond their job description to
support the organization’s growth objectives.
“One of the key things we were looking for,” says Clark,
“were people who could work under pressure. If the power
goes out with one of our clients, there’s going to be a loss.
We needed personalities who could work under pressure and
think on their feet, being able to multi-task and clearly communicate what was happening.”
The biggest mistake most organizations make is to focus
almost exclusively on function, or the technical aspects of
the job that, while important, are clearly not what makes
or breaks an employment relationship. The ‘fit’ between the
individual’s personality and values, and the values, culture
and personality of the organization should be the first consideration and the deciding factor.
Giving greater attention to personality- and values-based
issues makes good sense in light of recent research findings.
One survey, for example, identified that while 80% of organizations reported that their hiring decisions were made on
the basis of technical competency alone, the same organizations reported that 85% of terminations were the result of
a lack of ‘fit’.
As an added bonus, organizations that use person-organization ‘fit’ as their primary hiring criteria report better

overall performance—including significantly higher revenue
and profit growth and much lower turnover rates—than
their counterparts who focus more on the candidates’ technical skills (Gevity/Cornell University). Additional positive
results include improved employee morale, job satisfaction
and organizational commitment.

Finding ‘fit’ takes time
The downside to hiring for organizational fit is that it takes
more time and can be a bit more costly, especially when
objective assessments are used. Incorporating some type of
objective assessment as part of the recruitment strategy, in
addition to helping ensure ‘fit’, can also provide great insight
into the successful candidate’s training and personal development needs, as well as the management strategies that would
work best. Most assessments can be accessed online and cost
less than $100. Compared to the cost of a wrong hire, $100
is a good investment!
Total Power saw the positive return on their investment and
Clark intends to continue this approach for his staffing needs.
“It’s the people who make the company successful,” he says.
“Making the investment in job satisfaction and job security is
huge. If you want to succeed, it’s all about the people.”
This lesson has been well-learned by excelling organizations. In his research on “great” companies, Jim Collins found
that among the 18 companies that made the grade, there was
one common denominator: each had a clearly defined culture
and consciously hired individuals whose personality and values were aligned. A good lesson for us all.
Gail Rieschi is the president and CEO of vpi Inc., a human resource
management firm specializing in facilitating, maintaining and managing employment relationships. Her education includes a B.A. from
York University and a Masters of Education from the University of
Calgary. Visit vpi online at www.vpi-inc.com.
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By Michael Jackson

Methods for making holes and
cutouts in non-metallic enclosures

Metal Halide,
M a k e
I t ’s

rilling composite glass fiber material can be difficult and, for some, a mystery. In fact, the ability to
accurately drill holes in this material has been the
subject of numerous articles and How-To demonstrations.
Composites offer the benefits of part integration and minimization along with substantial savings in weight. Along
with this is a reduction in the requirements for machining operations that need to be performed to complete an
assembly.
However, not all drilling and cutting operations can be
completely avoided, but there are several types of machining operations that can be performed on composites, such
as turning, drilling, routing, trimming, sanding and milling. Most of these operations are similar to metal removal
techniques but some differences need to be addressed to
make clean, high-quality holes and cutouts in composites.
Delamination of the outer surface and glass fibers directly
below the surface are the main failure modes when holes
or cutouts are improperly drilled or cut out. Most times
excessive edge chipping around the perimeter of the cutout
or hole is due to improper tools used and methods applied.
Other times excessive fiber pulls or attached fibers not
sheared off during the cutting or turning process can also
cause delamination failure from the tearing action during
material removal. Improper tools used and/or methods
are also a culprit of this failure mode. All these can lead to
downstream assembly and functionality problems, and an
aesthetically unappealing result when taken to the extreme.
The most common source of failure when making holes in
an enclosure is a dull cutting tool. Dull tools tend to rip or
tear the material rather than cut or shear the material and glass
fibers. In fact, it is the glass fibers themselves that are often the
culprit, as they are very abrasive and can dull a tool quickly.
This is why a little planning and understanding of the proper
methods for machining composites upfront can make all the
difference in the final outcome of the operation.
Now, let’s take a look at some of the following methods
for making holes or cutouts in non-metallic enclosures.

D

Hole Saw. The easiest and least complex method providing
an opening in a composite enclosure is to use a fine-toothed
hole saw. You must first layout the size and location of the
cutout, pre-drill a small hole in the centre within the cutout area for the hole saw to start, then carefully cut out the
area to be removed. This is more time consuming and the
least accurate method of the ones we’ll discuss, but can be
accomplished in almost any environment.
Keeping the saw perpendicular to the cutting surface,
maintaining a consistent sawing acting and using a diamondimpregnated hole saw or fine-toothed saw will provide the
highest-quality cutout with minimal edge chipping.
Drilling, Boring. Putting round holes in enclosure walls
or through the enclosure door is the most common type of
cutout used to provide entry into an enclosure and access
to the components housed within. The most common tool
used is the standard twist drill. A recommended tool would
be a carbide-tipped or PCD diamond-tipped tool that will
maintain a sharp cutting edge. (HSS tools will also work
but they become dull very quickly, resulting in excessive
edge chipping and a poor-looking hole.) Use high RPMs
and low feed rates with your drill, as this reduces the chipping around the cutout. The single-most important factor,
though, is keeping your tool very sharp.

S u r e

Venture

Drill geometry and feed rates are the largest contributing
factors when drilling composites. Using a drill with a positive
rake angle and thin/split points can help reduce cutting pressure and, thus, delamination at both entrance and exit. Feed
rates must also be constant and may even be reduced upon
exiting from a hole to reduce flexing of the part when the drill
exits. Using a solid back surface to support the part when drilling can also aid in reducing delamination and chipping.
Routing. A third method is to use a carbide router bit and
router. This method produces very clean holes and cutouts
but also requires the holes and cutouts to be manually laid
out beforehand, as well as a steady hand to stay within the
layout lines. The use of a jig or fixture to help guide the
router is helpful for keeping straight edges and clean cutouts. The use of diamond-impregnated router bits is preferred for longevity, but carbide bits will work just as well.
Similar to routing, jigsaws can also be used. Again, diamond-impregnated cutters are preferred, but fine-toothed
cutters can also be used.
Punching. A fourth method is to use a standard hole punch
similar to what you would use with metal boxes. This produces a good clean hole but can leave chipped edges when
the punch is dull. Again, maintaining sharp tools is essential
to producing clean cutouts. A pilot hole is required before
using a standard hole punch. Manual or hydraulic punch
actuators can both be used with composite materials. Punch
press-type manufacturing equipment can be employed
when production volumes warrant. Proper support and
sharp tools are necessary to produce chip-free, clean holes.
Alternative methods. Some additional methods sometimes
used to machine composites are waterjet and laser cutting. Both methods produce very accurate, clean holes or
cutouts, but also require a high capital investment in both
equipment and employee training.
In waterjet cutting, a high velocity stream of water
and abrasive material is forced through a small diameter
(0.010-in.) jet. The stream of water quickly erodes the material with water pressures up to 60,000 psi and 2600 ft/s.
Laser cutting uses a concentrated raw light beam focused
onto the part being cut. The cutting operation takes place
by local melting as in thermoplastics, and vaporization and
chemical degradation as in composites and thermosets.

That’s the hole story

The World Leader
in Metal Halide Technology™

While there are several suitable ways of producing holes
and cutouts in non-metallic enclosures, not every one may
be right for you or the application at hand. Ultimately, let
the work—and your own comfort level—dictate the most
appropriate cutting method.

References
Mazumdar, Sanjay K., Ph.D., (2002). Composites
Manufacturing, CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fla.
Michael Jackson has been actively involved in product development
for electrical applications at Stahlin Enclosures over the last eight
years. He possesses a Bachelors degree in Industrial & Manufacturing
Engineering Technology and an Associates Degree in Mechanical
Engineering. He currently serves on NEMA’s 5EN Enclosures Section
technical committee (NEMA 250), as well as ANSI/IEC 60529 TC70
(U.S.) International Committee for Industrial Electrical Enclosures.
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NEW 2008 CSA
Electrical Seminars
2008 Catalogue now available

Visit

www.csa.ca/solutions

Visit learningcentre.csa.ca and click Electrical
to 4:35:54 PM
1/16/08
find CSA courses on the following subjects near you:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canadian Electrical Code 2006 Essentials
2006 CEC Changes
Conductors
Arc Flash: Measures for Prevention and Control
Motor Installations and High Voltage
Transformers/Welders
CEC/NEC: A Comparison of Requirements
Static, Transient Voltages and Lightning Protection Systems
(Fundamentals, Evaluation, Control)

Principles of Large AC Motors
Electrical Apparatus Service
Association (EASA)
April 18-19
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Visit www.easa.com or call (314) 993-2220

WILL BE

THERE!

Modern Power System Protective Relaying
EPIC Educational Program Innovations Centre
April 7-9, Winnipeg, Man.
April 21-23, Montreal
Visit www.epic-edu.com and click Seminars/Short Courses

Annual Electrical Industry Conference
Ontario Electrical League (OEL)
April 30-May 3
Huntsville, Ont.
Visit www.oel.org
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THERE!

Annual Conference
Supply & Distribution (S&D) Council, EFC
June 4-7
Victoria, B.C.
Visit www.electrofed.com and click
Events, then EFC Events

WILL BE

THERE!

WILL BE

THERE!

Annual General Meeting
Independent Electrical Distributors (IED)
June 18-20
St. Andrews, N.B.
Visit www.ied.ca/events.html

BC Industrial Expo
Abbotsford, B.C.
April 30-May 1
Visit www.bcindustrialexpo.ca

WILL BE

THERE!

Industry Conference
Electrical Contractors Association of Ontario (ECAO)
September 6-13
Costa del Sol, Spain
Visit www.ecao.org

MEET (Mechanical Electrical
Electronic Technology)
May 7-8
Moncton, N.B.
Check EBMag.com
and E-Line for updates.
WILL BE

THERE!

The Power Show 2008 (Electric Expo)
Independent Electrical Contractors (IEC)
October 29-November 1
Atlanta, Ga.,
Visit www.ieci.org

14th Canadian Skills Competition
Skills/Compétences Canada (S/CC)
May 25-28
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.skillscanada.com
Lightfair 2008
May 26-30
Las Vegas, Nev.
Visit www.lightfair.com
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WILL BE

Accubid User Conference
April 24-26
Toronto, Ont.
Visit www.accubiduserconference.com

PowerTest 2008
InterNational Electrical Testing Association (NETA)
March 17-20
New Orleans, La.
Visit www.powertest.org
Electrical Learning EXPO
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
March 26
Lethbridge, Alta.
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca

Fundraising Golf Tournament for Trades
College in Dominican Republic
May 27
Royal Ashburn Golf Club
Ashburn, Ont.
E-mail John Vickery at john@vickeryelectric.com

WILL BE

THERE!

For a more extensive listing,
visit EBMag.com
and click Calendar

WILL BE

THERE!
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90º Stub Down
Fittings

A complete nonmetallic system for
stub down applications in the
concrete slab deck

Sceptalight Nonmetallic
Light Fixtures Options for
Every Application
TM

• Stable Construction

• Wet Locations

• Adaptable

• Hazardous Locations

• Watertight Seal

• Marine Locations

• Long Life

• Utility Light Fixtures

• Indoor/Outdoor Use
• Corrosion Resistant
• Durable, Impact Resistant

• Simple installation reduces labor costs
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• Protective seal on base
• Rugged lightweight,
concrete-tight design
• Optimal height and radius bend
• Available in 1/2" to 1" sizes for
both Kwikon x Threaded
and Kwikon x Kwikon
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When your Reputation
is on the Line

Multi-LinkTM
Form Stubby
Easily customized to accommodate
multiple tightly grouped stub-downs of
ENT raceway in poured concrete slabs.

•

Unique configuration
flexibility
•

Depend on IPEX Electrical Systems
for Quality Products and Superior Service

Faster installation of
multiple stub downs
•

Concrete slurry
protective film
•

PVC Conduit & Fittings

ENT & Fittings

Nonmetallic Light Fixtures

Available
in 1/2" to
1" sizes
Power and
Communication Duct

Communication
Raceway Systems

Electrical Systems
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It’s your

BUSINESS
By Ron Coleman, B. Comm., FCCA CMC

The cost of Impact

Costs
But remember: this is a real cost that you pay for. Changes
that are individually priced using only Direct Cost plus
Overhead and Profit give you no recovery of Impact Costs.
It is generally accepted that where changes account for more
than a 10% increase in labour hours, then there’s a basis for
claiming the cost of the ripple effect.

Your options for recovery

ubcontractors often dismiss the appropriate management of Change Orders. For a variety of reasons—of
which virtually none are valid—they will either forgo
processing a Change Order or process it at a cost well below
the right amount. In truth, it can be very difficult to recover
all your costs with a Change Order, but you want to make
sure you get as much as possible.
The following elements should be identified for every
Change Order:
• Direct Cost of doing the change;
• overhead to be recovered;
• mark-up to be used for profit; and
• time extension required.
Every Change Order request should include these elements,
but it doesn’t end there; numerous additional costs impacting the job should also be recovered. Unfortunately, these
Impact Costs are the hardest to recover because they are the
hardest to document and prove. This doesn’t change the fact
that they mess with your bottom line, so let’s explore them in
greater detail and see how you might recover them.

S

The four sides of Impact Costs
I touched upon Impact Costs in my October 2007 column,
but here we’ll delve deeper. The four recognized categories
of Impact Costs are:

1. Acceleration
2. Job rhythm
3. Morale
4. Learning curve
The activities that cause these elements of change include:
• The ripple effect of changes to other trades or to your
overall productivity
• Stacking of trades
• Reassignment of manpower
• Crew size inefficiency
• Concurrent operations
• Dilution of supervision
• Joint occupancy (doing changes while the building is
occupied by other trades)
• Beneficial occupancy (doing changes while the building
is user occupied)
• Learning curve
• Fatigue
• Overtime
• Weather changes
These are all valid costs but, again, difficult to document
and prove, then claim successfully. For example, the ripple
effect can only be fully recognized at the end of the contract,
so you won’t be able to include it with individual changes.

NFLD:
(709) 753-6685
NS & PEI: (902) 450-5155
NB:
(506) 862-1515
Quebec: (514) 333-8392
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Convince your client that you need—and deserve—to be
paid for these costs. Depending on the type of contract,
you’ll have varying levels of success. In a Cost-Plus contract,
you are likely to recover all of these costs, plus Overhead and
Profit to boot. (You won’t be as fortunate in a Fixed-Price
contract won by competitive bid.)
Include an allowance in your bid to cover the expected
cost of impacts, just as you would have an allowance for
clean-up, warranty and site safety. This way you also recover
Overhead and Profit on your Impact Costs. Or, increase
your Overhead mark-up to cover the additional cost.
Or you can simply eat the cost and accept a lower profit.
The average electrical contractor makes 5% pre-tax profit on
sales. If you want to be above-average, you need to recover
all the costs associated with a change.
All kinds of contractors have fought numerous legal
battles seeking compensation for Impact Costs, and it continues to be an uphill battle, but unless you start fighting
for what’s rightfully yours, you’ll never come out on top.
Every contractor and every construction association should
actively pursue this matter, educating both themselves and
their clients about this issue.
Contracts that are well planned and properly executed result
in much lower Impact Costs than those that are poorly planned
and badly executed. But because the contractor does not recover
the cost of the impact in Direct Cost, it must be recovered in
Overhead or by accepting a lower profit. This, of course, requires
the contractor to increase his price for the next job. Either way,
it means good contracts are paying for the bad ones.
I would be interested to know where the “professionals” in
the industry (i.e. architects, engineers and others who police
projects) stand in this regard.
Ron Coleman, B. Comm., FCCA CMC, is a member of the Institute of
Certified Management Consultants of British Columbia. A noted speaker, he has completed many interfirm financial comparisons of groups
of construction companies in Canada and the United States. Ron’s
numerous published education programs include a 36-hour business
management course specifically designed for ECABC. He is also author
of the book, “Your Million Dollar System: How to Increase the Value of
Your Construction Business by One Million Dollars in Three Years”.

Ontario:
Manitoba:
Saskatoon, SK:
Regina,SK:

(514) 333-8392
(204) 694-0000
(306) 244-7272
(306) 771-2500

Alberta:
BC:
USA:

(800) 263-2684
(604) 882-8488
(514) 333-8392
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PULL-IT 6000
6,000 LBS. PULLER

PULL-IT 1OK
10,000 LBS. PULLER

Honestly, we’re not kidding. Our complete line of pullers are made to be simple, versatile and quick.
They require only one person to set up and operate. The funniest thing about them may be how they make
even the toughest pulls look like a joke. To learn more visit www.maxis-tools.com or call 1-888-266-2947.
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By Adam Jaques

Assembling power transformers
By Adam Jaques
uelled by industry growth and greatly increased power
demands, the market for power transformers is stronger
than it has been in years. Apart from resurgences in used
and refurbished transformers, corporations are applying pressure to manufacturers to design larger units. Some power
transformers currently on the market have reached capabilities that were—until recently—completely unheard of.
Capacities of 500MVA or 600MVA units are now becoming
commonplace, with some units capable of up to 2000MVA.
The size and power-handling abilities of these new units
have caused proportional increases in the complexity of the
assembly process. And while an attempt to list every issue and
complication that must be dealt with during assembly would
be a difficult, if not impossible, task, there are general procedures that can be followed for the vast majority of assemblies.
The following steps, procedures, tips, etc., cover what a crew
can be expected to undertake on a typical assembly, making
the whole process as clean and proper as possible.

F

Receiving and initial inspections
Transformers are shipped disassembled to some degree (depending on the manufacturer, size of the unit, and local and international shipping considerations). Generally, transformers above
10MVA come shipped in the following pieces:
• main tank
• conservator and supports
• radiators
• bushings
• arrestors and brackets
• pipework and breathing assemblies
• smaller accessories
• insulating oil
Upon arrival onsite, each crate must be inspected for any
shipping damage that may have occurred. If possible, an
inventory should be taken to ensure that every piece has
arrived from the manufacturer. Many parts of a power
transformer are custom-made for one particular installation
and shipping times can take weeks, so deficiencies must be
reported as soon as possible.
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It is important that at least one representative be onsite
to inspect the main tank of the transformer before being
unloaded from the trailer or rail car. A thorough visual
inspection must be performed, taking extra care to check for
damages caused by rough handling. If equipped, the impact
recorder should be checked to ensure there were no sudden
impacts that created forces beyond the maximum standards
set by the manufacturer. Also, if at all possible, a resistance
check of the core-ground should be carried out using a
megohmmeter to ensure proper insulation between the core
assembly and ground.
The transformer should also come equipped with a bottle
of dry air or nitrogen (mounted to it) to ensure the pressure
inside the tank has stayed positive. The pressure on the tank
during receiving should be noted and a dew-point measurement should be taken from inside the tank to check the
dryness of the interior.

Precautions and safety considerations
before assembly
As with every project, safety should be the most important
aspect throughout the job. Toolbox or tailboard meetings

should be held daily with all involved in the project, including
subcontractors. It may be advantageous to hold more than one
meeting per day should changing job conditions demand it.
Communication throughout the project must be stressed.
Transformers are large pieces of equipment and, more often
than not, are placed in already congested work areas. All individuals in the work area, even those not involved in the work
crew, must be considered when reviewing safety procedures.
When possible, foremen of different crews should hold meetings beforehand so that work can be coordinated and successfully completed.
Mobile cranes will be onsite for a considerable portion
of the project. Attention must be paid to crane swing and
overhead clearances. New transformers are often meant to
replace old, overstressed transformers, and the electrical lines
surrounding these transformers may not be deenergized.
The foreman of the assembly crew cannot be afraid to take
control and halt a lift or ask that powerlines be deenergized
when there is any doubt as to the safety of the crew or any
individuals in the vicinity.
New power transformers are very large, and the tank
alone may weigh well over a hundred tons. It is of extreme
importance that lifts be performed by experienced crews and
a competent crane operator.
Conservator and supports
Depending on how the transformer is situated on its pad, and
where the crane is able to spot itself, landing the conservator and its supports may be the next lift. The actual order of
assembly will be a job-by-job decision and depends on a variety
of factors, such as site layout, crane availability, weather, etc.
Although the assembly of the conservator and supports is
a fairly easy process, the size and weight of the equipment
cause challenges. Manhandling any of these pieces is not an
option, and a good rule to be repeated onsite during this
process is to “let the crane do the work”. A sturdy set of alignment pins may make all the difference in how the day goes.
Also, as a general rule, the last job to be completed is tightening the bolts. By leaving them loose rather than tightening
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is not just about what you know,
but who you know
Other accessories and pieces
Unless specifically stated in the design process, it is extremely rare to find transformers that contain the same configuration and accessories as other transformers you’ve worked
on. Each new assembly must be planned beforehand by
the installation crew. This involves reviewing drawings,
nameplate data, transformer application, etc. Also, keeping in close contact with the customer and manufacturer
will greatly help the assembly crew formulate a realistic and
achievable plan.

them as each piece is placed allows for some play, reducing
hassles during assembly.
Radiators and headers
As the radiators are placed onto the tank, it is the assembly
crew’s responsibility to replace each gasket. As the rad is
placed, you might have a little trouble in getting the gaskets
to stay inside their seat, but a smear of petroleum jelly will
help immensely. Glue and contact cements should be avoided, as they tend to cause leaks after they dry (like placing a
pebble between the gasket seat and the gasket).
Just like the conservator and supports, alignment pins and
patience may be the best tools for ensuring an efficient and
productive day.
Bushings
Bushings are the most complicated and difficult pieces of the
transformer installation. The importance of a good installation and the complexities involved with bushings must be
completely understood by at least one experienced member
of the crew who, in turn, must pass the message down to
everyone involved in the process.
A complete description of bushing installation is well
beyond the scope of this article, but here are some tips that
will lead to a good installation:
• A double choker hold using nylon lifting slings is the best
bet for lifting the bushings. At no time should any metal
lifting device be used in the vicinity of the porcelain of
the bushings.
• Before it is lifted completely off the ground, a thorough
cleaning of the bushing (including the inner shaft) should
be performed to ensure no foreign substances will be
dropped into the tank.
• Don’t be afraid to set down and re-pick the bushing until
the proper angle is found. It’s much less time consuming
to readjust the slings than it is to force an improperly
angled bushing into the tank.
• A steady stream of dry air must be flowing through the
tank whenever it is opened.

After assembly

• Never attempt to install bushings in wet conditions. The
core and coils should never be exposed to an outdoor
humidity greater than 80%, as insulation failures may
develop.
• Once the bushings are installed, it is good practice to
leave a ground wire on the main conductor to prevent
the build-up of potentially dangerous charges.
Connections of leads
If any of the bushings on the transformer are not of the drawlead type, and must be connected internally, then safety must be
the first concern among workers. Oxygen levels must be monitored whenever any portion of a worker’s body is inside the
tank. If the transformer was shipped with nitrogen rather than
dry air, then a complete evacuation with a vacuum pump must
take place, and the tank refilled with dry air to ensure a proper
working environment. Never enter a tank filled with nitrogen.
Lead connections should not be made by inexperienced
workers. The ramifications of dropping a bolt or washer into
the tank can be severe. Large projects have been held up
for over a week simply because the crew had to find, then
retrieve, a bolt that was accidentally dropped into the tank.

After assembly, three more defined steps will occur before a
load is placed on the transformer: oil filling and processing;
testing and commissioning; and energization. The success
of these steps depends directly on the quality of the installation process, and due diligence should be followed. It
should be the responsibility of the crew foreman to stay in
contact with both the customer and the crews performing
this work.
Transformer assembly can be varied and complicated.
There is no possible way to define a hard and fast set of rules
that applies to each installation. Experience and thorough
attention to detail (particularly at the outset) are the two
major criteria that will determine the quality of the project
before, during and after installation. For any installation, it is
important that a crew meeting both requirements is selected
to do the work. A transformer’s lifespan is typically about 20
years, but many are still in service after 40. A power transformer can be one of the best investments a corporation can
make, but this depends largely on the skill and diligence of
the assembly crew.
Adam Jaques is technical representative, neutral zone operations, with
Magna Electric Corp. He got his B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from the
University of Saskatchewan in 2005, and has taken numerous courses
in transformer assembly, design, testing and theory. His experience
in power transformer projects stretches across North America, and
includes supervision, planning and project management.
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Tools for
the trade
Here at Electrical Business we receive a lot of information about new products on the market, and it’s always a struggle to
get them all published in a timely fashion so you can take advantage of them. Here, then, is collection of some tools that we
think you’ll find useful on your next job, in the shop or on the factory floor.
Fluke Electronics Canada unveiled the Fluke
289 True-rms industrial logging multimeter with
TrendCapture. Users can save multiple logging sessions before PC download is necessary, and review
logged readings in graphical format directly on the
meter display using on-board TrendCapture capability. The multimeter features a large 50,000-count,
3.5-in. 1/4 VGA dot-matrix display with a white
backlight that can simultaneously display multiple
sets of measurement information. It includes contextsensitive onboard help screens, multiple save options
and automatic time stamping for convenient recall of
measurements made in the field. The Fluke 289 has a
two-terminal, 50Ω range with 1-mΩ resolution and
10mA source current. It also features a Low Pass filter
for accurate voltage and frequency measurements on
adjustable speed motor drives and other electrically

noisy equipment, and a LoZ Volts
low impedance voltage function for
eliminating ghost voltages or for use
when testing for the presence of live
power. For accurate measurement
on non-linear signals, the tool has
true-rms voltage and current functionality. It
has a 50 mF capacitance range, peak capture to
record transients as fast as 250 microseconds, is
capable of measuring up to 10A (or 20A for 30
seconds), and has a relative mode that removes
test lead resistance from low ohms or capacitance measurements. The meter is designed to
withstand hazardous 8000V spikes caused by
load switching, faults on industrial circuits, and
complies with second edition IEC and ANSI
electrical safety standards.

Brady Corp.’s Ready Access
Storage Stations ensure lockout
devices remain easily accessible and
ready for use, and are available in two
styles. The first, Ready Access Padlock
Station, is designed to hold padlocks, group lockout hasps and tags.
It measures 7 x 13 x 2.5 in.—a spacesaving design measuring almost half
the size of other 10-padlock stations,
says Brady. Meantime, Ready Access
Lockout Station offers flexible, organized
storage for a range of lockout devices, with a 5-in.
deep storage pocket and four detachable hanging
hooks. Both stations are made from rugged injectionmoulded polypropylene, and come with an attachable
handle for portability, plus screw slots for permanent
wall mounting. The semi-transparent cover allows
the contents to be easily viewed while protecting the
devices from environmental exposure. Both stations
can be purchased empty or filled with Brady lockout
devices. The lockout station is available in different
configurations for electrical, mechanical or combined
electrical/mechanical applications.
Arrow’s CT50 professional cordless staple gun
boasts up to 1500 staples per charge from its 10.8V
Li-ion battery pack, which is integrated into the tool’s
profile. A depth-of-drive control lets you adjust for
the material you’re stapling, while a built-in LED not
only illuminates your work, but also indicates exactly

where the staple legs exit the stapler. A handy feature
is the staple supply window, which shows you when
you’re running low. The quick-release battery and
easy-release staple pusher help you spend more time
stapling and less time changing batteries and staples.
There’s even a built-in battery meter that indicates
when it’s time to change/recharge the battery. The
CT50 holds two full strips of Genuine Arrow T50
staples, doubling the time between reloads.
The Ridgid SeekTech SR-60 utility locator is the
only utility locator, says the company, that’s capable
of receiving the full range of locatable frequencies,
allowing it to be used with any preset frequency
transmitter. With the locator, you can locate at the
broad frequency range of 10 Hz to 490 kHz, and can
tune the frequency one hertz at a time. The passive
search mode can be used to search all broadband
passive frequencies at once, allowing for identification of unknown metallic lines in
the target area. These features
provide the necessary data
for you to develop a comprehensive and accurate
understanding of the
underground infrastructure. The
easy-to-read
display visually
maps the signal, so you can
constantly view
changes in line direction, depth and signal strength in real-time. For real versatility, another feature allows you to
program up to 30 field-configurable,
user-designated frequencies.
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MIND YOUR SAFETY

By Dave Smith

The

“Rule of Rules”
s a rule, it seems, people like to make rules, then insist
that their rules are the correct rules. Specifically, I’m
talking about the “Left Hand Rule”. For years, disconnect handles were located on the right-hand side of switches
while the hinges were on the left. So, we learned early to
grab the handle with our left hand, position our body way
off to the right of the switch, look away, hold our breath and
close our eyes before very decisively moving the handle On
or Off. This is the essence of the “Left Hand Rule”.
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Several years ago, while teaching an electrical
cross-training course to a group of instrument technologists, a student told me the “Left Hand Rule”
had changed. You weren’t supposed to stand on the
right side of the equipment, the student explained,
but rather to the left, where you reach across the
switch and operate the handle very decisively with
your right hand.
I was stunned, because this “Right Hand Rule”
puts your right arm (as well as a good chunk of your
body) in close contact with the switch. (The rationale is that, should the switch blow up, the blown
door will shield you from the flash.) When I heard
this, I immediately went to our instructor group to
find out whether they’ve heard the same thing. They
were also amazed and, as a group, we completely
disagree with this notion.
But this “Right Hand Rule” is still floating around
out there. I just completed a class where the electricians told me they’ve had one manufacturer instruct
them the old way, and another the new way.
It is important to differentiate between facts and
opinions masquerading as facts. Fact: the traditional
switching method puts our bodies out of the blast
path. I have talked to a number of electrical workers
over the years who have had doors blow open and
none of them had been burned. I know of two workers, though, who broke bones in their hands and
arms because they were in the way of doors being
violently blown open.
Remember, there’s a ton of electrical ‘horsepower’
behind that door, just waiting to kick it open in your
face. Many of us have seen the results of electrical
explosions that have ripped metal doors right off
their hinges when those ‘horses’ got their chance.
There are nine electrical instructors in our group
with over 300 years of combined experience. We are
grey, balding, wrinkled and weathered... and we’ve
all been kicked. We don’t know everything, but
here’s our two cents: stay to the handle side when the
hinges are opposite the handle; when the hinges and
handle are on the same side, then stay on the hinge
side. For doors that have an operating handle in the
middle, stay on the hinge side. In all cases, make sure
you’re wearing your PPE!
If anyone reading this has bona fide evidence to
the contrary, let me know and I’ll be the first to
change my beliefs as well as my body positioning.
Meantime, reaching fully across the front of any type
of switch is just someone’s opinion—an opinion that
could take your arm. It’s your body and your life, so
plan your positioning carefully.
Until next time, be ready, be careful and be safe.
Dave Smith is president of Canada Training Group and has
been providing consulting services to industry since 1980.
This story and others can be found at www.canada-traininggroup.ca. Please feel free to use this information to support
your safety program. Dave can be reached at davesmith@
canada-training-group.ca.
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By Steve Andrews

Sharing CAD files offers
significant advantages
to both owners and
subcontractors. So what’s
getting in the way?

Overcoming the obstacles to

CAD file access
AD-based takeoff tools offer obvious cost and time savings for subcontractors. Since
objects in CAD drawings are drawn precisely to scale, CAD takeoff software can detect
and quantify cost components more quickly and accurately than the traditional method of manually taking off material from blueprints or drawings. As a result, subcontractors
are able to deliver more accurate cost estimates in less time. The owner or general contractor,
in turn, receives a more precise bid plus the stability of having a subcontractor on board who

C

is less likely to run into trouble later on because of an overlooked or miscounted takeoff.
These savings are already being realized in design-build environments, but not so in planspec or bid-build environments because of an obstacle that’s been hampering the use of CAD
takeoff tools by subcontractors: the availability of native CAD files. Architects/engineers
(A/Es) have generally been hesitant to share CAD files with subcontractors out of concern
over the possibility of file modification and the potential liability that could ensue. What,
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they argue, would stop a subcontractor from altering the
drawings—accidentally or otherwise?
So far, there have been no known court cases or liability claims relating to the alleged alteration of CAD files.
According to one Best Practices article posted by the
American Institute of Architects (AIA), the “liability of
architects and other design professionals has not broadened
significantly as a result of sharing electronic building design
data”. Still, the A/Es’ concerns are understandable given the
litigious times in which we live.
But what a shame it is to miss the opportunity that CAD
takeoff tools offer; that of making sure everyone—owners,
engineers, general contractors and subcontractors—works
off the same page with the same files. To allow a slow and
inaccurate process to continue when a tested alternative is
available is to stand in the way of progress.
So, what can be done to address the issues of file access
and security?

Incompatible/inefficient file solutions
Some have tried to bypass the CAD file access issue altogether, developing programs that digitally take off materials
from scanned or exported file formats such as TIFF or JPG.
These formats, however, do not retain the automatically
recognizable objects defined so precisely in the original CAD
files. Moreover, any imperfection in the scanning process—
dust on the scanner bed, for example—can result in items
being miscounted. Time savings have been achieved using
this approach, but at the cost of accuracy. So much so, in
fact, that the potential for erroneous quantification may well
exceed the traditional manual method.
Adobe, the maker of Acrobat Reader, has promoted the
use of PDF files exported from AutoCAD as a possible
solution to the concerns regarding file security. Autodesk,
the makers of AutoCAD, are encouraging the use of DWF
files—a read-only, stripped-down version of the standard
AutoCAD DWG file format—because they cannot be
modified, and do not require any CAD program to open,
view or print.
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Screen shot of cadLive, Accubid’s CAD-based estimating program.
Most CAD takeoff tools, though, don’t support either
PDF or DWF files, and even if they did, these file formats
lack the complete and precise definitions of native CAD files
that offer the potential for dramatic increases in accuracy
and efficiency. So, the problem remains: how can A/Es share
native CAD files with subcontractors without worrying
about security or file tampering?

Digital signatures pave the way
One potential solution to this problem lies with a technology developed to verify the authenticity of downloads on the
Internet: the digital signature.
According to the U.S. federal government, a digital signature is “like a paper signature, but it is electronic. A digital
signature cannot be forged. A digital signature provides
verification to the recipient that the file came from the
person who sent it, and it has not been altered since it was
signed”. Or, as Autodesk describes it, a digital signature is
“an unforgeable piece of data attesting that a named person
wrote or otherwise agreed to the document to which the
signature is attached”. On the Internet, digital signatures
ensure that the Microsoft Office update you are downloading is really coming from Microsoft and not from some

malicious hacker in a basement in Norway.
In the context of the construction industry, a digital signature attached to a CAD file provides proof of who sent
the file and when it was last modified. Any changes made
to the file by the recipient would invalidate the signature
and thereby attest to the alteration. According to another
Best Practices article posted by the AIA, “digital signatures
provide assurance not only that a message or contract was
encrypted but also that sender is who he or she claims to be,
and that the message has not been altered in transit”.
For the architect/engineer who wants to securely share
a CAD file, setting up a digital signature is simple and
inexpensive. Digital signatures can be purchased over the
Internet from companies such as VeriSign in a matter of
minutes for around $20 US.
But just how secure are they? Well, digital signatures provide
a level of security equal to the online banking transactions or
credit card purchases that most of us engage in regularly.
But there are additional precautions and safeguards both
sides can undertake to assure the integrity of the process and
its participants. A/Es should require subcontractors seeking
access to CAD files to sign a written agreement that explicitly consents to using the shared data only for the intended
uses and without alteration. Such an agreement would spell
out the limits of use, the limits of liability on both sides, and
provide a mechanism for resolving any disputes regarding
inappropriate use of the data. (Appropriate legal language
has already been suggested by the AIA.)
In the final analysis, technology and legal mumbo-jumbo
are no substitutes for trust. When you do not trust your industry partners, all the safeguards in the world will not put your
mind at ease. Digital signatures do, however, go a long way
toward alleviating some of the anxiety that architects/engineers
feel about sharing native CAD files with subcontractors.
Steve Andrews is the senior technical writer at Accubid Systems,
which was founded by a former electrical contractor in 1983 to
develop estimating systems that make the contractor’s business more
efficient. Visit them at www.accubid.com.
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REGIONAL
FOCUS
Panel recommends new construction
wages in Keystone Province
The Construction Industry Wages Consultation Panel has recommended improved construction wage rates that will help keep Manitoba’s construction industry competitive,
said Nancy Allan, Manitoba’s Labour and Immigration Minister.
“The [panel] has presented its recommendations to government following extensive
consultations to determine new wage rates that are needed in today’s extremely competitive national construction industry,” she said. “We support the panel in its belief
that these new rates represent a fair balance between employers and employees in the
construction sectors.”
Chaired by Bill Hamilton, the panel is a joint industry-labour group covering rural
and urban construction. The Construction Industry Wages Act divides the construction
industry into the Heavy and Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (ICI) sectors. The
report recommends the first stage of wage increases for both sectors come into effect
June 1.
In the Heavy construction sector, the report recommends a general increase of about
4% this year. That would be followed by increases of 3% to 4%, depending on the type
of work, effective January 1, 2009. The last recommended increase would be effective a
year later, and would see wages rise between 2.5% and 3%.
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The panel reached consensus on an integrated
province-wide ICI wage schedule starting on June
1, 2009. This was a goal established in the terms of
reference for the panel and eliminates the confusion
caused by setting rates depending on where a building is constructed.
Proposed wage increases in the ICI sector took
into account special adjustments required in some
classifications to ensure an attractive and competitive market for workers and employers. Rural
construction workers would see their wage rates
match the current Winnipeg and area rates on June
1, while workers in the Winnipeg area would see an
increase of about 3%.
On June 1, 2009, all workers in the same classification would have the same minimum wage regardless of where they work in the province. Generally,
this would mean an increase of 3% to 6% for most
classifications. The integrated schedule would then
increase again for all workers on January 1, 2010,
with general increases of around 4%.
“An integrated province-wide ICI wage schedule
was a priority for the panel. It will simplify wage
calculations for employers and ensure the availability of a skilled workforce in rural Manitoba,”
said Allan. “These proposed construction wage
increases, combined with the general hourly minimum wage increase set for April 1, are designed to
keep Manitoba competitive in the labour market
and make Manitoba an attractive place to live.”
Come June 1, a construction electrician working
in Winnipeg and vicinity (and major building construction projects) should expect wages of $29.85,
while his rural counterpart should expect $28.95.
By 2009, that amount evens out across the board, so
that both groups earn $30.70, and $31.95 by 2010.
More information and proposed wage rates can
be found at www.gov.mb.ca/labour/standards.

Creative sentencing helps
Alberta families impacted
by workplace tragedy
Recent amendments to Alberta’s Occupational
Health and Safety laws have been applied to directly
support families that have been impacted by a workplace fatality or life-altering injury.
Section 41.1 of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act (OHSA) of Alberta allows judges to
impose innovative sentences—any condition they
consider appropriate—to those convicted of OHS
offences. Penalties have included directing monies
from fines for education or improvement in industry
standards, as well as donating to not-for-profit organizations to help victims and prevent future fatalities
and injuries.
Last August, an Alberta company was fined for
failing to protect a worker who received a lifealtering injury in a manufacturing incident. As part
of the sentence, $95,000 was directed to Threads of
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of products to choose from – tools for the workshop, the latest gadgets and electronics for the home and
unique items that are a collector’s dream – the possibilities are endless.
The program is simple. We reward our loyal customers for purchasing participating suppliers’ products from an
(1)
(2)
IED Distributor. You earn one point for every dollar spent at any IED Distributor across Canada. Your points are
(3)
updated monthly and you can begin receiving rewards for as little as 1500 points . What could be easier?
To enroll, log on to www.iedrewards.ca, click on register and then follow the prompts.
Sign up with the IED Rewards Program today. You’ll be amazed at what your purchases can become.
(1) Points earned on purchases from participating IED Distributors and participating suppliers only. (2) Rules on website apply. (3) Points can be converted to charitable donations to ensure compliance with individual corporate policies.
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Dealing with CSST in Quebec?
Employers can get support from
Le Centre patronal en SST

of Life—a national charitable organization supporting
families who have suffered from a workplace fatality,
life-altering injury or occupational disease along their
journey of healing.
“No amount of money will ever bring back a loved
one. But every family I have ever met says they want to
do something in memory of their loved one,” said Shirley
Hickman, executive director of Threads of Life. “All they
want is for this to never happen to another family ever
again, and creative sentencing helps make that happen.”
Over the past five years, creative sentencing in Alberta
has resulted in close to $2 million being directed to
charitable groups that support programs to help prevent
similar occurrences.
— With files from “The Health and Safety
Report”, CCOHS (Vol. 6, Issue 1)

Square D’s

Expanded
Electrical Safety Offer for

Man and Machine

Employers having to deal with Quebec’s CSST rapidly
discover it can be a real hassle. Knowing everything that
has to be done to meet the rules and regulations, as well
as when filing a case—not to mention educating the
workforce on safety—is not simple.
Luckily, employers have built a strong NFPO that
works on all aspects of occupational health and safety—
Le Centre patronal en santé et sécurité du travail du
Quebec—which was founded 25 years ago by Le Conseil
du patronat du Quebec (CPQ). Here’s the catch: members of this organization are sector associations so, to
take advantage of Le Centre patronal, you need to be a
member of EFC–Quebec Region.
Courses, seminars, presentations and publications
covering all aspects of occupational health and safety are
Le Centre patronal’s core activities, and employers can
have these activities carried out onsite for both workers
and managing staff. Here’s just a sample:
• The nuts and bolts of CSST
• The Criminal Code of Canada versus occupational
health and safety
• Possible fines
• Communications: training incoming staff
• Prevention structures and actions
For example, Le Centre patronal is presenting “Health
and Safety Management System: is it a choice?” on
March 27 in Montreal. Guest speaker Anick Truchon
will explain the main elements of a management system
as described by CAN/CSA Z1000, with references to
the OHSAS 180001 international standard. For more
information about Le Centre patronal, visit www.centrepatronalsst.qc.ca.

Safety, Innovation, Quality

Square D QO
sets the standard

TM

CMEQ and EFC-Quebec Region
come to an agreement
CMEQ (Corporation des maîtres électriciens du Québec,
or Quebec Master Electricians Corp.) has been running
its own electrical show in Montreal for many years, but
after discussions with EFC over the past several years,
CMEQ has decided to merge their show with Mecanex/
Climatex (which is run by CIPH every other year in
Montreal). Given a new agreement with CMEQ that
allows EFC-Quebec Region a seat on the show’s advisory
council, EFC recommends its members register for the
April 2009 show.

Office of Energy Efficiency opens
with two assistance programs
QO GFIs
Protection from ground fault current

QO Surge Breakers
Protecting sensitive electronics

QO Whole Home Surge
The complete surge protection package

Square D QO
Protecting people and sensitive
electronics from electrical hazards
TM

For more information visit,

www.schneider-electric.ca/dc
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The Government of Prince Edward Island has launched
a new service—and two assistance programs—aimed at
helping Islanders make the most of their energy spending.
The Department of Environment, Energy and
Forestry’s new Office of Energy Efficiency will offer
advice on energy conservation measures available to
the ordinary consumer, and will offer programs to help
Islanders make their homes as energy efficient as possible.
“Energy costs, especially home heating, are one of
the major expenses most Islanders face this time of
year. Luckily, home heating is also an area where the
individual can reduce costs by investing in efficiency,”
said George Webster, minister of environment, energy
and forestry.
The office will be located at the Sherwood Business
Centre on St. Peters Road in Charlottetown. The new
office will be open to the general public and offer advice
on energy-efficient decisions consumers and homeowners
can make. Islanders can also get help by calling (877) PEIOEE-6. The office will also advise Islanders on a range of
programs—both provincial and federal—that can assist
individuals who are investing in efficiency.
Two new provincial programs, available immediately,
should help many Islanders looking to reduce their energy appetite and protect themselves from rising fuel costs.
The Home Energy Low-income Program is available to
households with annual incomes of $30,000 or less. It
pays for a tradesperson to come to the customer’s home
and carry out basic energy-efficiency improvements,
such as installing thermostats.

The original Qwik Open
(QO) technology
Fastest response time

Visi-TripTM Indication
Easily locate tripped breakers

QO Twin Breakers
Space saving design

QO AFIs
Exclusive design for arc fault protection

QO Quality
Lifetime Warranty on QO circuit
breakers, GFIs, AFIs and loadcentres

Lifetime Warranty
For more information visit,

www.schneider-electric.ca/dc
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Arling

CABLE
ENTRANCE PLATE
NEW

REVERSIBLE

NEW SIZES

MOUNTING BRACKETS
Just for CLASS 2 LOW VOLTAGE WIRING

when Mounting Screws
are tightened

Use Arlington’s non-metallic mounting brackets
to install class 2 wiring – and to seat wall
plates flush with the mounting surface.

Recessed
Screw Hole

In addition to our single gang LV1 –
We now have two, three and four-gang
styles and the Round LVR1!

“Wings” flip up and hold secure

seats wall plate
flush with
wall surface

Patent
pending

CE2

w/ plate
facing IN

w/ plate
facing OUT

• Install faster, and
cost less than metal

© 2008 Arlington Industries, Inc.

CE1

allows for
final shifting &
straightening
of device

4-gang
LV4

TM

ENCLOSURE & SUPPORT

for OUTDOOR FIXTURES and DEVICES

3-gang
LV3

800/233-4717 • www.arlnew.com

TESTED

Patented. Other patents pending

WEIGHT RATING • LISTED AS

F IXT U RE BOX

Arlington’s Gard-N-Post™ Enclosures and Supports
offer the attractive, safe, and easy way to install a light
fixture and/or one or two devices outdoors!

for S U S P E N D E D C E I LI N G S

Low
voltage
separator

SIZ

2-gang
LV2

Arlington

GARD N POST

Try LVR1 for low voltage
smoke detector
installations

NEW
ES

Oval Hole

800/233-4717 • www.arlnew.com

More
convenient
than ever!
Use the
supplied
POWER
separator
to install power
and low voltage
outlets outside,
in the same post.

• Adjust to fit 1/4" to 1" thick
drywall, wallboard or paneling

©REV10/2007 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Arlington

Single-gang
LV1

seats better
on drywall

Arlington’s new REVERSIBLE entrance plate not only
protects cable, but delivers good looks and installation
versatility.
Use it facing IN – or OUT. It’s easy to install.
And, it’s the best way to run cable
where you want it.
• Non-rusting, paintable plastic

CE2

For existing construction, our
low-voltage mounting brackets...

Thin
Front Lip

CE1

Includes screws
to match plate

Patented

Round
LVR1

1-PIECE

UNIT

!
NEW
Arlington’s new all-metal fixture
box is the one-piece assembly,
that ships ready to install on a 24"
suspended ceiling grid. There’s no
assembly required!

LOW
VOLTAGE

It’s tested and rated to support
exit lights, security cameras – and
other light fixtures up to 25 lbs.

• Non-metallic, heavy-duty UV rated plastic
• Heavy duty – resists damage from lawn equipment
• No chipping or loss of color

FS420SCL

• New stabilizer position –
post sits higher above ground
• GARD-N-POST – in a variety
of styles from 9" to 73" tall

Mounts fixtures securely
to the ceiling grid

No more guesswork.
Installers who previously attached
a metal box to a bracket in the
field, then added a chain or wire
for support, now have an assembly

that’s
fully tested
to hold up to 25 lbs!

GP19B

FS420SCL is
UL/CSA Listed as a
complete unit:
box, bracket and
drop wire.
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Convenient
Box not perfectly positioned?
Loosen the appropriate screws,
slide the box along the bracket,
and retighten the screws.
• Costs less than field-assembled
components (box, bracket, wire)

Patented.
Other
patents
pending.

R
R

CSA listed with
grounding lugs

© 2005 , 2006 Arlington Industries, Inc.

• Usable for Environmental
Air Handling spaces

Option: If required by local code,
bracket ends screw on to ceiling grid.

Patents pending
©2007 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Arlington
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One-piece assembly - Ready to install
Assembly is tested and Listed to
support fixtures up to 25 lbs.

Arlington

Scranton, PA 18517 800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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REGIONAL
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Meantime, the Renewable Heat Loan Program is available to
all homeowners. It provides loans that assist in the installation
of renewable energy equipment/systems in Island homes, such
as biomass heating, solar air and water, and geothermal heating.
This assistance is available in addition to the PST exemption
that applies to small-scale renewable energy equipment (100kW
or less). This program provides loans up to $5000 at an interest rate of 6%; the money is paid back at a rate of $90/month,
regardless of loan balance.

La Romaine project advances two more stages
Hydro-Quebec’s La Romaine hydroelectric project recently
advanced two more stages, getting closer to actual construction.
First, a partnership agreement has been reached with
Minganie MRC (regional county municipality) that covers
royalty payments until 2070. A lump sum of $2.5 million will
be paid at the commissioning of the first hydroelectric power
station in 2014, while a $6.2 million lump sum will be paid at
the commissioning of the fourth and last power station in 2020.

Subsequent annual royalties will be indexed.
The agreement stipulates that some funds will be established
to provide for regional projects in the areas of the economy,
environment, social activities and arts on the territory of
Minganie MRC. Those funds will be managed by the MRC
authority. This hydroelectric project is expected to inject about
$3.5 billion into Quebec’s economy, of which $1.3 billion will
stay in the region (generating about 2000 jobs over the course
of the 11-year construction period).
Second, Hydro-Quebec has filed its environmental impact
study with Quebec’s minister of sustainable development,
environment and parks, and at the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency.
The La Romaine project will be built 30-150 km north of
Have-Saint-Pierre, in the lower Côte-Nord region. This is
located about 1200 km north of Montreal within Minganie
MRC. With 3500 inhabitants, Havre-Saint-Pierre is the most
populated municipality in the region. The Innue community of
Mingan numbers 470 persons and is located west of the mouth

of the Romaine river, 70 km from the first stages of
the work. The Natashquan Innue community numbers 800 persons, and is located on the East side of
the mouth of Romaine river and 120 km from the
first power station. The mouth of Romaine river
faces Mingan Archipelago National Park.
This four-power station complex will produce
1550MW, generating an average of 8TW/h. The
total cost of the project is forecast at about $6.5 billion, with construction expected to commence after
regulatory approvals in 2009.
The agreement reached with Minganie MRC
indicates the regional population supports this
project. Hydro-Quebec, however, has yet to enter
into agreements with the Innue communities of
Natashquan and Mingan.

Detectors and alarms to figure
prominently in Manitoba

416-638-4111
10 Kodiak Cres., Unit #100
Toronto, M3J 3G5

www.patinstitute.ca

WE ARE YOUR HUMAN RESOURCES AND TRAINING DEPARTMENT!
OUR GRADUATES COME WITH:
• Hands on practical experience in “real world”
conditions
• Industry tools
• Safety equipment and training
(WHIMS and Fall Protection)
• Training tailored to your company’s specialization
• Our Pre-Apprentices do not fall under your
company’s ratios

Changes to Manitoba’s building code regulations
under the Buildings and Mobile Homes Act will
help improve fire safety and energy efficiency in new
homes, said Nancy Allan, the province’s labour and
immigration minister and minister responsible for
the Office of the Fire Commissioner.
“The changes are designed to provide earlier detection and warning for occupants of a home and will
require a fire-resistant barrier between an attached
garage and the living space,” she said. “Earlier detection and the barrier will also give people more time
to get out of a structure and allow emergency crews
to respond earlier once alarms are called in.”
So, among the requirements for new home construction as recommended by the Manitoba Building
Standards Board, is the change in regulations that a
heat detector be located in an attached garage and
connected to the home smoke alarm system. The
changes for new homes come into effect October 1.

Other services provided through the
Pre-Apprenticeship Training Institute include:
• Payroll, book-keeping, GST & WSIB requirements
• Pre-exam courses for journeymen licensing
• Corporate training (safety and trade specific)

Upcoming events in La Belle Province
March 27
“Health and Safety Management System: is it a
choice?” Holiday Inn Select Hotel, Montreal, 99 Viger
Avenue. Members $150, non-members $215 (plus
GST and PST). Visit www.centrepatronalsst.qc.ca or
call Annie Chevarie at (514) 842-8401 ext. 269.

We supply well trained, screened individuals for the following trades:
• Construction & Maintenance Electrician
• HVAC/G3 and ODP
• Pre-Apprenticeship Plumbing

• Security Systems Network Technician
• Network Cabling Technician

We invite all contractors to visit our facility.
For more information, please contact our Employer Relations Coordinator, Maureen Dennie
at maureend@patinstitute.ca or call 416-638-4111.

EMPLOYERS CHOICE FOR SKILLED TRADES
The Toronto Transit Commission’s Choice for Technical Training

Pre-App_EB_Feb08.indd 1
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April 1
Rouyn-Noranda: Basic Electricity Course, Level
1 (in French) presented by EFC–Quebec Region
at Centre Polymétier, 15 10th Street. Five evening
courses, once a week. Cost: $349 + tax. Register at
secretariat@electrofed.com.
April 25
Inside Sales Course (in French) at Marie-Victorin
cégep in Montréal. Course developed for the electrical industry by EFC-Quebec Region. Five consecutive Fridays. For info and registration, e-mail
secretariat@electrofed.com.
May 20
EFC–Quebec Region golf event at Beaconsfield Golf
Club. Brunch at 10 o’clock, shotgun start at noon.
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MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES
Medical lighting for
perioperative services
Vista Lighting, a designer and
manufacturer of healthcare lighting
solutions, has published a perioperative
services brochure. The colour brochure is
illustrated with an array of applications
photographs showing the range of
perioperative services for which Vista
surgical lighting products are designed.
Areas of lighting under perioperative
care include pre- and post-op spaces
and procedures, exam rooms, surgery
Copies of the perioperative
operating rooms, PACU, patient rooms
services brochure are available and public spaces. More than three
from authorized Vista Lighting dozen Vista perioperative lighting modsales reps or directly from
els are shown by category, with specs
Vista at (814) 454-2266,
provided. The document is three-hole
or www.vistalighting.com.
punched for easy binder insertion.

Instrumentation
buyers’ guide

Engineered LED
solutions brochure

ITM Instruments has compiled 672 fullcolour pages of industrial instrumentation in its buyers’ guide. It contains over
350 new products alongside existing,
tried and tested products. Here you’ll
find instrumentation for everything
from electrical and process to light and
sound. The buyers’ guide is available in
both English and French.

DDP, an engineered LED solutions
provider, has released a capabilities
brochure highlighting its breadth of
solid-state lighting design solutions,
customizable LED products and
engineering services. The brochure
details specific SSL challenges DDP has
tackled, and subsequent applicationspecific LED designs. The featured
LED technology includes high-lumen
LED light sources, secondary optics,
programmable LED arrays, intelligent
electronics and retrofit lamps.

Reserve your free copy by visiting
www.itm.com/BG0407.

A PDF of the capabilities
brochure is available online
at www.ddpleds.com.

Specialty lamps catalogue
W.A.C. Lighting, a designer and manufacturer of track, recessed, undercabinet,
decorative and monorail lighting, unveiled
a new catalogue on specialty lamps. The
catalogue features halogen JC bi-pin lamps
from 5W to 50W, and JCD halogen bi-pin
lamps in 25W and 50W. Low-voltage
MR11 and MR16 halogen lamps are available in 12V and 24V. Also displayed are
AR111 halogen lamps in 50W and 75W,
GU10 50W lamps, halogen J-type doubleended lamps from 100W to 250W, xenon
lamps ranging from 3W to 50W and more.

To download a PDF of the catalogue,
visit www.waclighting.com and
click Product Literature, or call
(516) 515-5000.

Axial aimable landscape
floodlights brochure

Copies of the Axial Floodlight
brochure are available from
Kim Lighting by calling
(626) 968-5666 or visiting
www.kimlighting.com.

Kim Lighting, a manufacturer of
architectural-design outdoor lighting
products, has a new brochure detailing
its Axial Floodlights product line. The
25-page, full-colour brochure shows how
these floodlights provide aimable uplight
from in-ground surfaces, walkways and
structural columns, or downlighting from
other outdoor installations. Axial products
use 18W LED clusters, or very lowwattage MH (metal halide) light sources.
The brochure opens with overviews of
each product accompanied by photographs and renderings of unit accessories.
Auxiliary paragraphs allow users to quickly
scan additional product information and
specification data.

YOUR MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE
MEET (Mechanical Electrical Electronic Technology) continues to be an important venue for dialogue, discussion and
discovery. Qualified industry professionals have come to depend on this show to deliver the tools they need to get ahead
and stay ahead in today’s competitive marketplace. Exhibitors from across North America count on this show to reach the
important Maritime market in a very cost-effective and productive way.
Year after year this show continues to grow in scope, delivering more exhibitors every time and more visitors with each
passing event. If you want to reach contractors, developers, engineers, technologists, trades people and government
officials who are involved in the industrial, commercial, institutional and residential sectors, the most valuable and costeffective resource you have at your disposal is MEET 2008.

Architectural lighting
products binder

Visit A•light online at
www.alights.com or call
(760) 727-6627 to request
the binder.

A•light has issued its full-line product
binder for 2008. Tabbed category
sections contain product submittal
sheets, professional product and current
application photographs, photometric
data, and specification guides that detail the benefits and features of A•light
architectural luminaire options. Another
tabbed section contains a representative
selection of installation drawings. The
binder contains numerous indirect and
direct/indirect lighting and mounting
options, as well as a range of linear
fluorescent and halogen lamping.

VISITORS! Take Advantage of Our

SHOW HOURS
Wednesday, May 7 • 10am – 6pm
Thursday, May 8 • 10am – 5pm

Special Online

DISCOUNT

Register online and save 50% off your admission price.
Go to www.MEET2008.ca to register and
save $5.00 (Registration at the door will be $10.00)

Visit us online @ WWW.MEET2008.CA

Beacon at-a-glance
brochure
Beacon Products LLC, a designer and
manufacturer of spec-grade outdoor
area lighting products, has published
its “Beacon At a Glance” brochure. The
12-page, full-colour brochure highlights
the company that started about 30
years ago as a manufacturer of metal
ships’ masts for yachts and work boats,
rising in prominence with its stainlesssteel outdoor area, site and roadway
poles and bases of cast aluminum.
Beacon eventually began manufacturing
Copies of “Beacon At a Glance” reproductions and reinterpretations of
are available by calling
classic late 19th Century luminaires, with
(941) 755-6694, or visit
matching poles, bases, surface-mount
brackets and light arms.
www.beaconproducts.com.
MEET_EB_Jan08.indd 1
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P R O D U C T S F O R L I G H T I N G A P P L I C AT I O N S
Decorative Craftsman series

Halogen PAR38 HIR and F28WT5

Explosion-proof incandescent lighting fixture

Cooper Lighting’s Shaper Craftsman series is a “craftsmanstyled” collection that includes a flared square pendant (440),
a matching tapered wall
sconce (640) and a companion surface luminaire
(240). In addition to natural aluminum, the fixtures are available in 15
other finishes, including
chrome, copper, brass,
nickel and gunmetal—
or a specified custom
colour. The family features a square design with
flared/tapered white acrylic panels or optional hand-painted
Faux Alabaster or Faux Linen panels/diffusers. Offering indirect
or direct/indirect illumination with a downlight option, the
collection is available in incandescent or compact fluorescent
lamp options. The luminaires are cUL listed for indoor locations, and can be specified for use in MRI facilities.
Cooper Lighting
www.cooperlighting.com

The next generation of GE HIR
PAR38 lamps has arrived. Another
ecomagination product, the lamps are
up to 55% more efficient than standard PAR38s, says GE. They boast a
4200-hour life rating (twice that of
standard PAR38s) and are available in
10° spot or 25° flood versions. Typical
payback is less than one year, says the
company. Providing a colour-rendering index (CRI) of 100 and
Precise Optics, the halogen PAR38 HIR Plus is best suited for
any application where standard halogen PAR38s are currently
used. Meantime, GE says you can reduce energy and maintenance
costs while helping to protect the environment by switching from
a three-lamp T12/T8 system to a two-lamp T5 system with GE’s
F28WT5 high lumen fluorescent lamps. Ideal for any environment
requiring indirect lighting, the
TCLP-compliant lamps provide 3050 initial lumens and a
20,000-hour rated life.
GE Consumer & Industrial
www.ge.com

Appleton introduced a new version of its
Code•Master 2 explosion-proof incandescent lighting fixture, incorporating induction lighting technology
to deliver 100,000 hours of virtually maintenance-free operation.
With a low T-Rating, the new
Code•Master 2 QL runs cool
for optimal lamp life. The fixtures are designed to provide safe
operation in the presence of ignitable gases, vapours or dusts. Rated
NEMA 3R and 4X, the fixtures are
equally suitable for outdoor saltwater
locations, marina fuelling stations and
other wet environments. They can be mounted in
any position, including globe up or down, using
pendant, ceiling or wall bracket mounts.
Appleton (EGS Electrical Group)
www.appletonelec.com

Expanded options for
LED illumination
Philips Solid-State Lighting (SSL) Solutions
expanded its EssentialWhiteT series
with the launch of two new LED
luminaires for common interior
applications. Downlight
SM
Powercore
is described as a
competitively priced
downlight for general
illumination, and boasts a
low-profile housing that allows
for easy and unobtrusive installation.
Powered by line voltage and using standard mounting hardware, eW Downlight SM
Powercore measures 7.5 x 7.5 x 2 in. and is available
in colour temperatures of 2700K and 4000K. eWT
Profile Powercore is a low-profile, linear fixture for
common undercabinet, task lighting and display
case applications. Also powered by line voltage, it
consumes just 6W/ft and can support a run of up
to 50 ft on a single circuit.
Philips SSL Solutions Inc.
www.colorkinetics.com

Theatre aisle and step lighting
Sentinel wall-mounted cinema aisle and step lighting
with Biinary LED optics is a modular wall-mounted
lighting system with a low mounting height—12
in. or less—above steps and floors (depending
on the application), thereby minimizing glare to
patrons. Designed and angled to maximize light
output, LEDs are mounted two per printed circuit
board for optimal economy and high light output
efficiency. The Sentinel
system is fully factory
assembled with easily
replaceable Biinary LED
boards integrated into
the base. LED patterns
and colours can be customized to each location, and coordinated
with an interior-design
palette.
Tempo Industries
www.tempoindustries.com

No other manufacturer offers a better, tougher, more
®

complete line of electrical products than Woodhead .
Our stringlights, handlamps and wiring devices are
specifically designed for virtually any challenge you face.

Whether it’s moisture, contaminants, chemicals or even
normal conditions, there’s a Woodhead solution that’s

LED MR16s

unequaled by any other product. For the best in
performance, reliability and safety, demand Woodhead.

GE

GET WT TOU
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Standard’s LED MR16 product line provides long
life, says the company, and energy savings of up to
85% (as compared to 20W halogen MR16s). The
LED bulbs resist shock and vibration, perform well
in cold temperatures and emanate little heat, making
them suitable for a variety of applications, including
museums, display cases, photographic dark rooms,
bars/restaurants, task lighting and more. The LED
MR16s are available in six colours: White, Warm
White, Red, Amber, Blue and Green.
Standard Products
www.standardpro.com
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PRODUCTS
Software facilitates Twido PLC programming
Schneider’s Telemecanique TwidoSuite software simplifies
program development for Twido controllers, says the company. Compatible with TwidoSoft, the TwidoSuite software
can be used for virtually all
commercial and industrial
applications, including conveying, mining, packaging
and palletizing machinery, as well as compressors,
HVAC, pumps and water
treatment pumping systems. TwidoSuite’s intuitive interface makes programming friendly, fast and
efficient. The user can view
high-definition, detailed
Twido hardware graphics and the related communication architecture (HMIs, variable speed drives, CANopen,
Modbus or Ethernet protocols, fieldbuses and networks).
You can also select List or Ladder programming languages (a
new Ladder editor reduces programming time). The user can
also generate a detailed, customized project folder, and create
a maintenance manual and operating guide using Microsoft
Word 2000. The software is installed with English and one
of five second languages.
Telemecanique (Schneider Electric)
www.schneider-electric.ca

Knockout punch
Maxis introduced its newest product: the Max Punch. This knockout
tool works with a cordless drill to
draw punch dies together for quick,
accurate knockouts—no hassling
with hydraulic ratcheting. The selfcontained tool will punch a 2-in.
knockout in four seconds, and a
4-in. knockout in six. Kits include
10 punch dies from 1/2 in. to 4 in.
(or use your own punch dies).
Maxis Corp.
www.maxis-tools.com

When It’s
Metal Halide,
Make Sure It’s Venture

Upgraded InsideIR software
Fluke Electronics Canada has an
upgraded version of its InsideIR software—a Windows-based PC application for thermal analysis and reporting
that is included with Fluke Ti20 and
Ti30 thermal imagers. The application
features tools that are designed to help
you more easily identify and analyze captured images, then use them to plan thermography inspection routes and generate
reports. The InsideIR 4.0 upgrade features
analysis tools including points, lines, rectangles, ellipses,
polygons and curved areas, as well as trending capability
and an enhanced profile tool. It supports increased routing
flexibility and provides you with reporting enhancements,
including trending, and the ability to generate reports of up
to four pages per image. Available in 10 languages, InsideIR
software automatically checks the Fluke website and notifies
you when newer software becomes available.
Fluke Electronics Canada
www.flukecanada.ca

SCCR compliance software

New version of estimating solutions family
Accubid released Version 8 of its family of estimating
solutions—Accubid Pro, BidWinner, BidWinner Plus and
PowerBid—as well as ChangeOrder, ChangeOrder Pro
and Time & Material Billing. Version 8 builds upon previous versions to increase accuracy and productivity with:
enhanced extension and database features; support of “What
(EAVY $UTY 2ACK !D

if?” scenarios by allowing takeoff, expense and markup negative values; and enhanced audit trail functionality and more.
Each of Accubid’s Version 8 estimating solutions works
seamlessly with Pocket Bid (sold separately), Accubid’s handheld estimating solution for the Pocket PC.
Accubid Systems
www.accubid.com

%LECTRICAL "USINESS 

PDF

Cooper Bussmann Oscar compliance software—which promises to eliminate the guesswork
in assembly short-circuit current
rating (SCCR) calculations—is
available for a free seven-day trial
prior to purchasing a one-year
subscription. The software guides
you through entering your panel’s
components for supply, feeder, subfeeder and branch circuits
then, based on the information entered, determines the
assembly SCCR per UL 508A Supplement SB. The software
is backed by a database containing more than 50,000 line item
part numbers with their component SCCRs. In addition to
being automatic and simple, Oscar is available online 24/7.
It’s also customizable and provides printed documentation and
reports that can be viewed or downloaded to a computer.
Cooper Bussmann
www.cooperbussmann.com
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PRODUCTS
Harmonic mitigating transformers

HMI/SCADA software for enhanced productivity

GE says its Guard
III harmonic mitigating transformers (HMTs) curb
harmonic currents
that K-factor transformers do not,
reducing transformer heating
caused by harmonics and improving
upstream power
quality—all while
maintaining the
NEMA TP-1 standard for energy efficiency. The Guard III
products accomplish harmonic mitigation by providing good
source impedance and sine wave phase shifting. Guard III is
compliant for LEED building specifications, and meets CSA
C22.2 #47, UL 1561 and NEMA ST20, as well as IEEE
C57.110 (harmonic mitigation).
GE Consumer & Industrial
www.ge.com

Schneider says its VijeoCitect HMI/SCADA software enhances
productivity and facilitates system expansion while reducing
cost. It’s well suited for a range of applications, from stand-alone
control stations to redundant supervisory systems, and from
small to large machines. The software gives you a permanent
and upgradeable investment because its scalable architecture
allows a system to develop over time without the risk of becoming outdated. VijeoCitect includes a standard library of features
and over 100 communication protocols, and provides availability through its task-based architecture and Distributed Control
System (DCS) -type redundancy.
Schneider Electric
www.schneider-electric.ca

Integrated project management solution
AccuBuild has released its Project Management module as a
fully integrated component of its AccuBuild Construction
Software system. The module delivers full-featured project
management functionality with built-in workflow and document management capabilities. It allows users to manage all of
the documentation associated with jobs from a single, easy-toview screen that can be sorted by any field. Task management

is simplified with at-a-glance access to tasks that
are due, overdue or require follow-up. In addition, an advanced, Google-like search function
allows users to search all logs by keyword for fast
retrieval of desired information. The customizable
forms within Project Management make it easy to
create Requests for Information (RFIs), Change
Order Requests (CORs), Change Orders (COs),
Submittals, Transmittals and more.
AccuBuild
www.accubuild.com

Version 9.0 estimating software
Among the upgrades and enhancements in
McCormick’s estimating software
Version 9.0 are modifications to the Proposal
Sheet that enable you
to take data directly
from an estimate and
put it in a proposal,
along with job notes,
documents,
photographs and more.
A unique capability on NetPricer and
McCormick allows
estimators to see
material prices—updated instantly—
from multiple vendors on one screen. (The software
lets you see real-time prices and side-by-side comparisons.) The software also includes the capability
to share information with an increased number of
construction accounting programs.
McCormick Systems
www.mccormicksys.com

Next-gen solution for field
service management

Too hot to handle.
Find it. Fix it. Fast.
Infrared
thermometers

Thermal imagers

The new Fluke 561 combines all the
temperature measurement functions you need
in one easy-to-use tool – from non-contact
and contact to single-point laser sighting.
MIN, MAX and DIF temperature readings save
you time and effort by helping you identify
problems quickly, efﬁciently and easily.
• Measure hot, moving, electrically energized
and hard-to-reach objects instantly
• Check motors, insulation, breakers, radiant
heating, pipes, corroded connections and
wires
• Use the pipe probe for superheat and
sub-cooling contact measurements
• Compatible with industry-standard K-type
thermocouple probes

Ventyx has released what it calls the next-generation
solution for field service management: Service
Suite 8.0 (the first release of Service Suite following the combination of Indus and MDSI). Service
Suite 8.0 manages all types of field work including
service, maintenance, inspection, repair, trouble/
outage and construction. A new Gantt chart feature
in the Dispatch application enables dispatchers to
see a graphical overview of shifts worked by mobile
users and the orders assigned to those shifts. The
long duration order scheduling feature is good for
scheduling complex, long-duration orders, opening up the solution’s capabilities to a broader set
of clients in multiple industries. Service Suite can
now share information with a broader set of mobile
devices and applications, including smart phones
and PDAs, with voice and data capability supported
by a Java virtual machine. Meantime, the real-time
data warehouse and operations dashboard improves
the performance of the system and its users.
Ventyx
www.ventyx.com

Lab-accuracy
contact thermometers

For more information call 800-36-FLUKE or
visit www.ﬂukecanada.ca/hot
Fluke. Keeping your world
up and running.™

Reading someone
else's copy of
Electrical Business?

Temperature
multimeters

Visit the resource centre under support at
www.ﬂukecanada.ca to download any of the
following temperature measurement application
notes from Fluke’s free library:

Rugged and reliable
temperature test tools.
All in the Fluke family.

• Fluke 570 Series Infrared
Thermometers
• Non-contact temperature
measurements using IR
thermometers
• Using infrared thermometers for
industrial maintenance

Visit
EBmag.com
and click SUBSCRIBE!
Chances are you qualify for a

FREE SUBSCRIPTION.
Fluke_2_EB_March08.indd 1
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

WANTED

Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.
Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.
FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com
Falvo_EB.indd 1

SYLVANIA QUICKTRONIC®
POWERSENSE™ Dimming Ballasts
1/11/07 12:14:25 PM

SYLVANIA QUICKTRONIC® POWERSENSE™ ballasts operate linear fluorescent
T5 lamps over a wide (100 - 1%) dimming range and provide true versatility in controls selection. Compatibility with low voltage controls, power line
dimmers and any line voltage from 120V to 277V, provides the flexibility to
greatly simplify the specification, purchasing and installation process. Patented lamp detection technology delivers unmatched performance and variations in brightness from lamp-to-lamp are virtually eliminated, providing
uniform lighting throughout the dimming range. At light levels of >75%,
unnecessary lamp-coil power is turned off, delivering energy efficiencies
comparable to non-dimming Instant start electronic ballasts. This technology also eases installation and troubleshooting by recognizing failed lamps,
faulty wiring or loose connections, and shutting down. When the problem
is corrected, the system restarts automatically. All SYLVANIA Professional
Series (QTP) electronic ballasts feature high power quality (<10% THD),
lightweight, low profile designs. QUICKTRONIC POWERSENSE is covered by
the QUICK 60+® warranty, the first and most comprehensive lamp & ballast
system warranty in the industry.
Osram Sylvania
www.sylvania.com

GE Consumer & Industrial
Electrical Distribution
Leviton_1_EB_Feb08.indd 1
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AF-6 Series Drives

Osram_product_EB_Mar08.indd 1

2/6/08 3:35:15 PM

Built-in features, built-in simplicity

Logic controllers, process PID controllers, communication networks,
brake choppers, RFI filters, DC link reactors, fan and pump macros —
so much is already built in to AF-6 Series drives, you’ll need fewer add-ons.
Discover how fast installation
can be and realize a lower total cost.
For more information,
call 1-800-GE1STOP
www.geelectrical.com
www.ge-ed.ca

EcomaginationSM puts into practice GE's belief
that financial and environmental performance
can work together to drive company growth.
Ecomagination-certified products have met a
rigourous qualification process ensuring that
they do the following:
• Improve customers' operating performance
or value proposition
AND
• Significantly and measurably improve customers'
environmental performance

Find out more at
www.ge.ecomagination.com

Leviton_2_EB_Feb08.indd 1
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CODE FILE

BY LES STOCH, P.ENG.

Grounding basics
lectrical system grounding is not widely understood,
which is why the subject can lead to many different
discussions, interpretations and a variety of philosophies. This article is just such a discussion, as it reviews
some of the electrical system grounding requirements
spelled out in the Canadian Electrical Code (and throws
in a few curve balls to keep things interesting).
Rule 10-106 requires that alternating current systems
must always be grounded when their voltage-to-ground
is 150 volts-to-ground or less, or when the electrical system has a neutral conductor. In general, this requirement
applies to both 120V/208V and 120V/240V systems.
Rule 10-204 tells us that neutral connections to ground
must be made at the main service equipment and again at
the transformer that supplies the utilization voltage. But
the rule specifies there must be no neutral connections to
ground anywhere in the electrical system past the main
service equipment (see Figures 1 and 2). So, when there
is bonding between the cases of electrical equipment and
the system neutral downstream from the main electrical
service, it must be removed.
You might be justified in asking why the code prohibits
all interconnections between the electrical system neutral
and the cases of the equipment downstream from the main
electrical service. Two good reasons come to mind:
1. an inadvertent parallel return path for load currents is
created when the neutral becomes grounded anywhere
past the grounding point at the main service; and
2. when the main electrical service has ground fault
protection of the zero sequence or residually connected types, grounding the neutral downstream
from the fault-sensing equipment effectively disables
the ground fault protection.
I’m sure none of this is news to you, but how can unintentional grounding show up in your electrical system

E

Figure 1

Main Service Grounding

Main Service

Panel
Bounding

N

Neutral
Equipment
Case Bonding

Figure 2

Main Service Grounding

that violates the code and create the problems discussed?
An emergency standby generator could be one way. The
frames of some generators are bonded to the generator
neutral. This information should be noted somewhere on
the machine. Connecting this type of standby generator
to an electrical system creates an unintended downstream
ground point. A four-pole transfer switch is then required
to ensure this doesn’t become a problem, as it ensures the
generator neutral is disconnected at all times when the
machine is not in operation.
Another way that an unplanned downstream ground can
show up is through the installation of electrical equipment,
such as a panelboard, that has a bonding screw/jumper
connecting its neutral bar to the case of the equipment.
These should always be removed to avoid accidental downstream grounding.
There is, however, one exception to this rule: Rule
10-208 specifies that when two or more buildings are supplied from a single service, either:

a) 20 seconds
b) 1 minute

Code Conundrum...
if you dare
So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon
find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright codeclueless. Take a look at the following questions and check your
answers in April’s Electrical Business.

c) 5 minutes
d) 20 minutes

3 of 3 – Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
1 of 3 – Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
2 of 3 – You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.
0 of 3 – Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie,
Meenie, Minie, Moe?

Les Stoch, P.Eng., is president of L. Stoch & Associates, specialists
in quality management/engineering services. He is a member of
PEO, OEL and IAEI, and develops and delivers electrical code and
technical workshops for Dalhousie University. He also developed
the Master Electrician training program and exam (Ontario) for
the Electrical Contractor Registration Agency. Visit him online at
www.lstoch.com.

Answers

Sharp-eyed reader alert!
A reader spotted an error in my January 2008 column. Under
Rule 10-700(3), I incorrectly indicated that a field-assembled
ground electrode may consist of a copper conductor at least 3
metres long. I should have specified 6 metres. Many thanks!
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Electrical Business February 2008
Q-1: Rigid steel conduit of a minimum nominal size of 53 (2) trade
size shall be permitted to be used
as a consumer’s service mast.

Question 2
Rules for the installation of electrical equipment and
wiring in Class I Division I hazardous locations can be
found in ___ of the electrical code.

Q-2: Electrical metallic tubing
(EMT) is permitted as a wiring
method in Class III, Div 1 locations.

a) Section 18
b) Section 20

c) Appendix B
d) Appendix J

Where primary windings of current and voltage instrument transformers are connected to circuits of 300V or
more to ground, or where the transformers are on switchboards irrespective of the voltage of the circuits, the
secondary circuits of the transformer shall be grounded.
a) True b) False

mag.com

• the service neutral may be grounded at each of
the buildings; or
• the system neutral is grounded only at the main
electrical service.
A common example is when a building is supplied as a
feeder from another building. Here, the neutral may be
grounded at the service entrance of each building, but there
must be no bonding conductor between the two buildings,
since the service equipment is already bonded to the system
neutral in each building. Adding bonding between the two
creates a parallel neutral conductor. (You should note that
this is the only grounding arrangement permitted by the
code when the second building contains livestock).
A second grounding arrangement is also permitted.
In this scheme, the system neutral is grounded only at
the main service in the first building. The case of service
equipment in the second building must not be bonded to
the neutral, since it creates an additional grounding point.
However, a bonding conductor must be installed between
services in the two buildings, otherwise there would be no
effective return path for ground fault currents.

b) False. Rule 6-112(5)
requires a minimum nominal size
of 63 (2-1/2) trade size.

Question 3

How did you do?

EB_March08_19-40.indd 38

Equipment
Case Bonding

Transformer
Grounding

When applied to x-ray or computerized tomography
equipment, long-time rating means a rating that is
applicable for an operating period of ___ seconds/
minutes or more.

Tackle the

CSA_code_EB_Feb08.indd 1

N

Neutral

Question 1

Questions and answers
compiled by the Electrical
Safety Authority
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Main Service

a) True. Rule 18-302.
Q-3: A heating cable set is permitted to be installed for freeze
protection in a pipe containing
sewage solids.
b) False. Rule 62-312(3)
says the internal heating of pipes,
ducts or vessels should be limited
to those not containing sewage
solids or flammable liquids.
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Techs

IEC309 PIN & SLEEVE CONNECTORS
SAFETY PERFORMANCE DURABILITY
3,4 & 5 wire connections
4 amperage ratings
-25°C TO 90°C OP. temp. rating

• Watertight - IP67 (indoor/outdoor) 20-100amp
• Rugged construction
• Quick and easy installation
• Single & 3 phase voltage ratings - 6 colours
codes determines size
• Splashproof - IP44 (indoor) 20&30amp

www.techspan.biz/pin

TECHSPAN SWITCHES & TOGGLES
TECHS
Broadest line of switches
in the industry
CSA, UL approved
Blister packed for Counter Display
(bulk pack available).
AC and or DC rated
Metal or Non-Metallic Actuator Material

r
Ask fo e
pag
our 44 ue

g
Catalo y!
Toda

www.techspan.biz
Email: sales@techspan.on.ca
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Medium duty
Miniature
Snap Action Switches
S
Medium duty Nylon
M

• P
Pushbutton

•
•
•
•

Std. Pushbuttons
Snap Action Switches
Marine Rockers
Appliance Rockers

• Round Rockers

www.techspan.biz/switches
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GE Consumer & Industrial
Electrical Distribution

If it's from GE, not much!
The Spectra™ Series Busway is at least 50% lighter than comparable wire and
conduit and lighter than the competition; which simplifies design and reduces
installation time. This light weight aspect may lead to a 75% reduction in
installation costs.
The Spectra™ Series Busway operates in more places, such as around and
between existing structures. The removable isolation joints mean maintenance
and modification are done easily with minimal downtime; which may lower
operational costs versus wire and conduit.
GE Spectra™ Series Busway: lighter, smaller, lower installation and operational costs,
easier modifications.
Hop on board with
Spectra™ Series Busway from GE.

For more information, call 1-800 GE1STOP.
www.geelectrical.com
www.ge-ed.ca

Your average school bus weighs about 12 to 14 tons.

Spectra is a trademark of the General Electric Company.
© General Electric Company 2008.
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